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ABSTRACT
Brennan, Elizabeth A., M.A., June 1991 Journalism
Market Research and Editorial Analysis for a 
Subscriber-Supported Health-News Publication (148 pgs.)
Director: Carol Van Valkenburg
This study analyzed the possibility of launching a 
subscriber-supported, owner-operated publication. The author 
provided an overview of the health-publication market and 
the availability of information about alternatives to 
Western medicine to demonstrate that a publication providing 
objective information about such alternatives could find a 
niche in the market. She then analyzed competing 
publications to determine strengths and weaknesses.
Having assessed the competition, the author conducted a 
survey of 173 alternative-health professionals using a non- 
random sample. Thirty-five professionals (20 percent) 
responded. Eighty-five percent expressed interest in a 
publication providing clinical information they could use in 
their practices, and 82 percent expressed interest in 
information about alternative health in the United States.
News sources for a newsletter and a newspaper were 
analyzed. Clinical information would require regular perusal 
of medical journals and the development of sources among 
research institutes and health professionals, while news for 
a newspaper could be compiled from the Associated Press wire 
via NewsFinder. Original reporting would be required to meet 
AP's standards for membership.
The author then performed break-even analyses and cash­
flow analyses for these two publications. The newspaper 
would need a 3-percent response to subscription promotions 
to succeed, while the newsletter would need a 1.5-percent 
response. Advertising could supplement the newspaper's 
income, but would require additional financial analysis and 
a substantial investment. A direct-mail test would be 
necessary to determine the best course of action.
The author concluded that the lack of any other national 
health-news publication, the availability of affordable news 
from the AP wire and the limitations of a one-person 
business made the newspaper the best publication to pursue. 
She recommended a direct-mail test for the newspaper, and 
further recommended publishing bimonthly to lower costs and 
increase the likelihood of success.
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GLOSSARY
Acupuncture. Small needles used to stimulate points on body 
meridians, or channels of "ch'i," the vital energy 
that keeps the body in balance and in health. In 
China, acupuncture is one aspect of traditional 
medical care, which also includes herbalism.
Chiropractic. Spinal manipulation to correct muscular and 
skeletal disorders. Sometimes used to treat other 
disorders. Somewhat more accepted by medical 
establishment than most alternative treatments, but 
still viewed with skepticism.
Herbalism. Also known as medical herbalism or botanical 
medicine. Relies on plant derivatives to treat 
illness. Based on belief that plants contain 
complex elements not reproduced in pharmaceutical 
drugs, and that these elements work gently to help 
the body heal itself. Chinese herbalism relies on 
completely different plants than Western herbalism 
does, and is an integral part of Oriental medicine.
Homeopathy. Based on principle that like cures like, known 
as the Law of Similars. Uses remedies made of 
extremely diluted substances that, in full dose, 
would cause the very symptoms the patient has.
Midwifery. Midwives assist women during labor and delivery. 
Traditionally, they were women who did not have any 
formal medical training. Today, there are two types 
of midwives; nurse midwives, who are trained as 
nurses and who work closely with doctors, often in 
hospitals, and direct-entry or lay midwives, who 
may have formal training but are not medical 
professionals. Apprenticeship is an important 
element in their training. These midwives most 
often assist women with home births.
Naturopathy. Encompassing a range of therapies, naturopathy 
emphasizes disease prevention and natural 
treatments with minimal side effects that encourage 
the body's ability to heal itself. There are two 
naturopathic medical schools in the United States: 
National College of Naturopathic Medicine in 
Portland, OR, and Bastyr College in Seattle, WA.
V l l l
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Oriental medicine. Based upon ancient Asian healing
philosophy, which emphasizes relations between the 
the natural elements (air, water, wind, fire) and 
yin and yang rather than biochemistry, which is 
central to Western medicine. Diagnosis includes 
observation of the skin and tongue, and feeling for 
variations in pulse. Treatment usually includes 
acupuncture or herbs.
Osteopathy. Osteopaths are trained in manipulative therapyj 
similar to chiropractors, as well as in traditional 
WEstern medicine. In most parts of the United 
States, osteopaths practice standard Western 
medicine and enjoy hospital privileges. State 
licensing laws vary.
Western medicine. Founded upon scientific principles and 
more reliant on drugs and technology than any of 
the other healing approaches. Western medicine is 
the dominant approach to healing in the developed 
world. Practitioners use objective tests for 
diagnosis and seek to relieve patients' symptoms 
primarily through medicine and surgery.
IX
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INTRODUCTION 
Research Purpose
For this thesis, I have investigated non-medical health 
care in the United States, applied journalistic principles 
to design a subscriber-supported publication covering such 
care and used marketing research to determine the 
feasibility of launching this publication. My analysis draws 
on the practical and theoretical knowledge I gained during 
two years of graduate school at the University of Montana 
School of Journalism and two months of intensive study in 
media management and entrepreneurship at the Poynter 
Institute in St. Petersburg, Florida.
I will begin with these assumptions: first, that I will 
use the information gleaned from this research to decide 
whether to form a company and launch a publication; second, 
that I will be the publisher and editor, and will therefore 
need to rely on my skills and experience in determining the 
subject of this publication; third, that this company will 
be based in Missoula, Montana; and fourth, that I will need 
capital to start this business, and will therefore need to 
persuade one or more investors that this company offers good 
prospects for financial return.
Finally, I will assume that a subscriber-supported
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
publication is the best vehicle for my purposes. National 
advertising requires a substantial investment in labor, 
research and materials— an investment that may be 
unnecessary and burdensome for a small-circulation, owner- 
operated business.
Research objectives
My first objective is to determine the broad editorial 
focus of this publication and provide a rationale for that 
choice.
Next, I will survey the market to assess the 
competition, determine similarities and differences in 
editorial content, frequency and type of publication, and 
estimate price sensitivity of the health-publication market.
Understanding the competition is only half of the 
successful-publication equation, though: A subscriber- 
supported publication must have subscribers. I will 
therefore analyze the market, determine the most receptive 
audience and assess that audience's interest. I will design 
and administer a survey, and analyze the results.
Since this analysis has a practical goal of actually
starting a publication, I will then analyze news sources to
determine whether it is possible and practical to gather the 
news that my analysis indicates this publication should 
include.
Based on this data, I will conclude whether such a
publication can succeed, what editorial content it must
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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have to succeed, how it will best be marketed and what 
capital investment will be necessary to launch.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2
FOCUSING ON HEALTH: BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
My professional experience includes several years as a 
health educator, and I have written several newspaper 
articles on health-related topics. I will therefore examine 
the possibility of starting a publication that focuses on 
health.
Americans' Interest in Health Information
Health is a popular topic in the United States today.
In a 1989 article in American Demographics, the author said 
in her lead, "Americans can't get enough information about 
health and f i t n e s s . I n  her estimation, this trend has not 
peaked: "This obsession will grow as the population ages, as 
medical advances give people more choices to make about 
health care, and as more people adopt healthful behavior.
The lead paragraph in a 1990 Advertising Age article 
suggests a different view: "Health magazines are scrambling 
for market share as the '80s health boom shows signs of
^Martha Farnsworth Riche, "Healthy Statistics," American 
Demographics. December 1989, 6.
^Ibid.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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f a d i n g . T h i s  article focuses on health magazines with the 
highest circulation and highest number of advertising pages. 
In Health, American Health and Prevention. Although the 
headline and lead suggest that health publications are 
losing readers, the story implies just the opposite. 
Prevention is splitting into two editions, one for people 
older than 55 and one for those younger, and is attracting 
major national advertisers such as Kraft General Foods 
Group, General Motors Corp., RJR Nabisco and Ralston-Purina 
Co. Three million people read Prevention, and In Health's 
rate base rose steadily during the first few months of 1990 
and was expected to rise through the summer.̂
Magazines are not the only publications satisfying 
Americans' hunger for health information. Numerous health 
newsletters cater to readers.̂  The biggest of these are 
only a few years old, reflecting the burst of growth in 
health publishing during the 1980s. The Harvard Medical 
School Health Letter, University of California, Berkeley 
Wellness Letter, Mayo Clinic Health Letter, Johns Hopkins 
Medical Letter: Health After 50 and University of Texas 
Lifetime Health Letter are some of the best-known health
^Scott Donaton, "Health magazine 'dogfight' rages: Titles 
scrap over shrinking market," Advertising Aae. 5 March 1990, 40.
^Ibid.
^Perri Klass, M.D., "Nutrition and medical newsletters offer 
information-hungry readers new food for thought," Voaue 
(September 1989): 554.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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newsletters. All are published by major medical schools or 
clinics, and all offer mainstream medical information in 
readable language.
other newsletters have established a niche by 
questioning and confronting medical assumptions, advice and 
practices. These newsletters are published by non-profit 
organizations whose missions are to alert consumers to the 
potential dangers of Western medicine and to educate 
consumers to be more active participants in their health 
care. These newsletters include Health Facts, published by 
the Center for Medical Consumers, The Doctor*s People, 
published by the People's Doctor, Inc., the People’s Medical 
Society Newsletter, published by the People's Medical 
Society and Nutrition Action, published by the Center for 
Science in the Public Interest.
But what about medical options outside of the 
mainstream that are not presented in opposition to Western 
medical treatment, but as alternatives or complements to it?
Information About Alternatives to Western Medicine
Stories about nutrition and exercise are common in 
newspapers, magazines and newsletters, as are articles 
relating stress and disease, but articles looking at 
acupuncture, naturopathy or other alternatives to Western
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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medicine are not as easy to find.® Even harder to find are 
articles that not only discuss these alternatives to drugs 
and surgery, but also explain the underlying differences in 
philosophies of health and healing.
Acupuncture, for example, is known primarily as a 
therapy that involves putting needles into one's body. But 
it is almost impossible to understand how or why acupuncture 
works without understanding some basic philosophy of 
Oriental medicine. In Oriental philosophy, human life is 
based upon a vital energy in the body called "ch'i." This 
invisible energy flows through lines in the body, much the 
way electricity flows through power lines. When the energy 
is blocked, according to this philosophy, the person 
exhibits symptoms of illness. Acupuncture helps to release 
those blocks and restores balance to the body; the person 
then becomes well.^
According to Western medical philosophy, however, 
illness results from biochemical disturbances. Exposure to
®For example, a search of DIALOG'S Magazine Index, which 
includes all magazines indexed by the Reader's Guide to 
Periodical Literature, found twenty-six stories and four book 
reviews about homeopathy between 1985 and 1990. About a third of 
the articles were in popular consumer magazines, such as 
Cosmopolitan. American Health. Prevention. Newsweek. Consumer 
Reports and U.S. News & World Report; most were in publications 
like New Statesman & Society. Futurist. Economist. Science. 
UNESCO Courier. FDA Consumer and New Realities. Please see 
Appendix J for a copy of the search results.
^Beth Brennan, "Pains and Needles: For some people in pain, 
acupuncture has provided a cure," Missoulian. 17 February 1991, 
E-1.
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germs is considered a near-certain path to illness, for 
example, and ridding the body of those germs is the only 
path to health. For those problems that drugs cannot cure, 
doctors use surgery and remove the troublesome organ or 
growth.
Critics contend that Western medicine takes a 
"mechanistic" approach to health. Just as a mechanic opens 
the hood, changes the oil and puts in a new filter, 
according to this metaphor, so the doctor opens up the 
patient, removes the diseased organ and puts chemicals into 
the bloodstream to kill "bad" cells.®
But what other options are there? According to a Lou 
Harris poll cited in a 1988 medical journal, 46 percent of 
Americans specify good health as their greatest source of 
happiness— even more than wealth.® People will not be 
willing to forgo good health because they disagree with 
medicine's philosophy.
There are other choices, though, both inside the 
medical establishment and outside of it. For example, there 
have been recent discussions and attempts to "humanize"
®This metaphor is commonly used; specific references include
Robert M. Veatch, "Models for Ethical Medicine in a Revolutionary
Age," Hastings Center Report 2 (June 1972): 5, and D. Walters 
Conlin, "Future health Care: Increasing the 'Alternatives,'" The 
Futurist. May-June 1988, 13.
®Lou Harris, Inside America (New York: Vintage Books, 1987),
cited in Arthur J. Barsky, "The Paradox of Health," The New 
England Journal of Medicine 318, no. 7 (1988): 415.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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medical care by recognizing physicians* limitations,as 
well as attempts to be more "holistic" by recognizing the 
importance of patients' mental and emotional states in 
health and healing.
There is also a diverse array of health approaches 
outside of Western medicine: nutrition, homeopathy, 
naturopathy, herbal medicine, chiropractic and acupuncture, 
as well as cancer treatments such as laetrile and immuno- 
augmentive therapy. Some approaches have therapeutic value 
and some do not, with varying degrees of effectiveness 
between the two extremes. Many of these are unsupported by 
scientific evidence, although all claim some degree of 
clinical effectiveness.
Americans may be inundated with health information, but 
they have little objective information about these 
alternatives to western medical treatments.
^®See, for example. Jack D. McCue, "The Effects of Stress on 
Physicians and Their Medical Practice," New England Journal of 
Medicine 306, no. 8 (1982): 458-463; John M. Colford, Jr., M.D. 
and Stephen J. McPhee, M.D., "The Ravelled Sleeve of Care: 
Managing the Stresses of Residency Training," JAMA 261, no. 6 
(1989): 889-893; and David Hilfiker, M.D., Healing the Wounds 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1985).
^^Two classics in this area are Norman Cousins, Anatomv of 
an Illness as Perceived by the Patient (New York: Norton, 1979), 
and Bernie S. Siegel, M.D., Love. Medicine & Miracles: Lessons 
learned About Self-healing from a Surgeon's Experience with 
Exceptional Patients (New York: Harper & Row, 1986).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Health care Can Incorporate Alternatives
Ideally, both Western and alternative approaches to 
health care can be offered to patients, a concept sometimes 
referred to as "complementary” medicine,Medical 
journal articles suggest that in some parts of the world, 
medical doctors and non-medical professionals work together 
for the better health of the patient,although a certain 
degree of tension between medical and non-medical providers 
seems to be an international phenomenon.
It is difficult to accurately judge the situation in
the United States. On the one hand, there is ample evidence
of antagonism between medical and alternative-health
practitioners, which is clearly described in a U.S.
government report on alternative cancer treatments:
Acrimonious debate between the unconventional and 
mainstream communities reaches well beyond
^^Roger J. Marshall and Richard Gee, "The use of alternative 
therapies by Auckland general practitioners," New Zealand Medical 
Journal (9 May 1990): 215; Favre Armstrong, "A Complementary 
Strategy," Nursing Times 87, no. 11 (13 March 1991): 34-35; 
Bernard Yung, "Looking at complementary medicine," (letter) BMJ 
299. no. 6713 (9 December 1989^: 1467.
^^G.J. Visser and L. Peters, "Alternative Medicine and 
General Practitioners in The Netherlands: Towards Acceptance and 
Integration," Family Practice 7, no. 3 (September 1990): 227-32; 
Marshall et al., "The use of alternative therapies," 215; 
Armstrong, "Complementary strategy," 35.
"̂*E.R.W. Fox, M.D. , "Alternative Health Care," Western 
Journal of Medicine (December 1989): 679-80; American Cancer 
Society, "Unproven Methods of Cancer Management: National Health 
Federation," CA— A Cancer Journal for Clinicians 41, no. 1 (Jan.- 
Feb. 1991): 61-3; Neil J. Elgee, M.D., "Norman Cousins' Sick 
Laughter Redux," (commentary) Archives of Internal Medicine 150 
(August 1990): 1588.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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scientific argument into social, legal, and consumer 
issues. Sides are closely drawn and the rhetoric is 
often bitter and confrontational. Little or no 
constructive dialog has taken place.
Further evidence of this acrimony can be found in court
cases challenging alternative-health practitioners and
forcing parents to use Western-medical treatments for their
children.Medical journals frequently publish articles,
letters and commentaries that exhibit a sarcastic attitude
toward alternatives to Western medicine.
But in a recent journal article about alternative cancer
treatments in the United States, the author says, "The
decision to use an alternative method is an easy one,
frequently supported by family and by a personal physician
(not an oncologist), with 35% recommending and another 15%
approving usage.Referrals do not necessarily indicate
approval, though; they may merely indicate a pragmatic
desire to please patients. For example, a New Zealand study
found that 68.7 percent of Auckland general practitioners
^®U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 
Unconventional Cancer Treatments. OTA-H-405 (Washington, D.C.: 
GPO, 1990): 3.
^^In re Guess, 393 S.E.2d 833 (N.C. 1990)— physician's 
license revoked because he used homeopathic treatments in his 
practice; Board of Medical Examiners v. Browder, Cause No. 70005 
(Fourth Judicial District, Montana) Jan. 19, 1989— injunction 
sought against lay midwife; Denise LaVoie, "Cultural sore point: 
Mom fights for right to try ancient remedy," Missoulian (25 
November 1990): A-4— hospital persuaded Conn. Dept, of Children 
and Youth Services to obtain temporary custody of girl after 
mother refused surgery for daughter' rheumatoid arthritis.
^^LaMar S. McGinnis, M.D., "Alternative Therapies, 1990: An 
Overview," Cancer 67, no. 6, supplement (15 March 1991): 1790.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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referred patients to alternative practitioners, but only 
38.1 percent of the doctors stated they had a positive 
attitude toward alternative medicine.
Many patients are willing to try alternatives, with or 
without their doctors' blessing. When faced with chronic 
pain, debilitating disease or terminal illness— conditions 
many Americans face at some point in their lives— many 
people seek the care of a non-medical practitioner. Others 
choose not to wait until they are sick, and turn to 
alternative-medical providers for preventive care.
A few studies in other countries have sought to better 
understand consumers who seek alternative care. These 
studies have found that patients usually continue orthodox 
treatment as well as alternative treatment, even though they 
express less satisfaction with and more skepticism toward 
conventional medicine than those who do not seek alternative 
care.
A medical anthropologist in Britain who interviewed 
alternative-medicine users observed that "use of alternative 
medicine was only part of a wider process of self-education
^®Marshall et al., "Use of alternative therapies," 215.
^^Marja J. Verhoef, Lloyd R. Sutherland and Lawrence Brkich, 
"Use of alternative medicine by patients attending a 
gastroenterology clinic," Canadian Medical Association Journal 
142, no. 2 (1990): 121-5; Kate J, Thomas et al., "Use of non­
orthodox and conventional health care in Great Britain," BMJ 302 
(26 January 1991): 207-10.
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and exploration of possibilities for better health.
Patients may be seeking more than a quick cure or an easy 
path to health.
They may even be seeking a different type of
relationship with their doctor or practitioner. In the
introduction to a government-funded study of alternative-
medical treatments for cancer in the United States, the
authors make this observation:
patients seek not only a hopeful prognosis, but also 
treatment perceived as humane and caring and 
psychological support from caregivers and fellow 
patients. These are elements that at least some 
patients believe are missing from mainstream 
medicine. Another important aspect is the sense of 
personal control that may be gained from deciding a 
course of treatment and pursuing it, sometimes in 
defiance of physicians, family, and friends.
This implies that patients are conscious of the 
possible risks they are taking in pursuing unconventional 
care, and taken together with the studies from other 
countries, that patients are willing to accept those risks 
because of possible benefits that may defy scientific 
categorization as "cure" or "remission."
It is nonetheless true that the choices themselves can 
overwhelm patients. As one researcher observed:
[T]he health care consumer is faced with a 
bewildering set of choices among competing 
therapeutic modalities (e.g., holistic versus 
traditional medicine, orthopedist versus
^°Ursula M. Sharma, "Using 'alternative' medicine," Health 
Visitor 64, no. 2 (February 1991): 51.
^^U.S. Congress, Unconventional Cancer Treatments. 3.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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chiropractic) and with an equally bewildering barrage 
of information and health news, both good and bad.^^
Consumers need information to help them make these
difficult decisions, and they need the information presented
to them respectfully and objectively. Patients who pursue
alternative care may be especially interested in such
information. As a British medical anthropologist remarked.
The practical implication [of increased use of 
alternative medicine] is that health workers will 
increasingly be dealing with clients whose approach 
to health care is eclectic, resourceful but also 
critical and who are alert to new sources of 
information about both treatment and prevention.
The initial editorial focus of this publication, then, 
will be health, with an emphasis on fair, complete coverage 
of both Western medicine and alternative medicine. Story 
selection and coverage will be guided by a recognition of 
consumers' desire for humane treatment, personal control and 
information that will assist them in their daily lives.
^^Stephen J. Gould, "Consumer Attitudes Toward Health and 
Health Care: A Differential Perspective," The Journal of Consumer 
Affairs 22, no. 1 (1988): 97.
23Sharma, "Using alternative' medicine," 51.
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CHAPTER 3 
COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
Overview
To determine whether any publications already fill the 
editorial niche I envision, and to refine that vision so as 
to distinguish my publication from competitors', I solicited 
sample publications from more than two hundred publishers.
To elicit information about publication circulation, staff 
size and costs, I included a brief questionnaire with my 
sample request.^'*
The editorial niche I perceive is one that addresses 
both Western-medical and alternative-medical approaches to 
health care. Those publications that focus exclusively on 
Western medicine will not compete with me for readers 
because my publication will distinguish itself by its 
inclusive coverage of all approaches to health care.
However, publications that cover alternative medicine—  
especially those that cover it fairly— may compete with my 
publication, since the targeted audiences of alternative- 
health publications and my publication may be similar.
^'*Please see Appendix A for samples of these.
15
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sample Selection and Rationale
On 20 January 1991, I mailed a letter and one-page 
questionnaire to 216 health-magazine and health-newsletter 
publishers whose names I obtained from the 1991 Oxbridge 
standard Periodical Directory. A l l  were classified 
under "Health.” I chose an assortment of periodicals that 
would appeal to both health professionals and consumers, 
that would reflect a wide price range and that would provide 
a fair sampling of the kinds of health information 
available.
I asked the publishers for a sample of their 
publication, information about other similar publications 
they published and any advice for a fledgling newsletter 
publisher. I also asked them to fill out the questionnaire 
and return it in the self-addressed stamped envelope.
Limitations of the Sample
A non-probability sample made the most sense for this 
analysis because of convenience, cost, and research goals. 
The most important elements in this analysis were the 
publication samples, which I analyzed primarily for 
editorial content and design. Neither of these 
characteristics lent themselves well to statistical 
analysis.
Because this is a non-probability sample, I cannot make
^^Oxbridae standard Periodical Directorv. 14th ed. (New 
York; Lou Hasgood, 1991).
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any predictions or conclusions about all health publications 
based on my analysis. My conclusions will be limited to my 
perception of competitors' strengths and weaknesses, and any 
implications those have for determining the editorial 
content, design, frequency and price of my publication.
Responses
Thirteen letters were returned by the post office. Four 
publishers wrote that they were no longer publishing. My 
final sample size was 199.
Ninety publishers (45 percent) returned the completed 
questionnaire, a sample issue or both, yielding eighty-four 
publication samples and seventy-four questionnaires. Eight 
publishers sent samples of two or more of their 
publications.
Publishers' responses covered nine journals, two 
catalogs, two annual publications, fourteen magazines, four 
newspapers^^ and sixty-two newsletters.^^ Prices ranged 
from free to $595 a year, and frequencies ranged from weekly 
to annual.
Discussion
Market Overview
The market is teeming with health publications. There
^^Any publication tab size or bigger on newsprint fell into 
this category.
did not receive samples of all of these publications.
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are magazines, newsletters, newspapers and journals geared 
toward health professionals, hospital executives, medical- 
office managers, doctors and consumers. Consumer audiences 
ranged from general to very specific: e.g., women with 
endometriosis, people older than 55, diabetics.
Many publications are produced by non-profit 
organizations using them to educate; others come from 
hospitals or clinics using their publications to increase 
their company's visibility in the marketplace and attract 
more customers.
Relatively few publishers are, first and foremost, 
publishers. Those who are tend to publish more business 
publications than consumer publications, probably because 
business publications command much higher subscription 
prices than do consumer publications.
Format, Frequency and Price
Newsletters are the preferred medium for a business 
audience, while magazines are almost as popular as 
newsletters for consumers.^® The range of prices for 
business publications was from $36 to $595, with a mean of 
$256. In comparison, the price range for consumer
^^Newsletters vary from magazines primarily in size and 
format. Newsletters are usually printed on uncoated letter-size 
paper, are rarely more than eight to 12 pages, frequently have no 
photographs or illustrations and rarely have any advertising. 
Newsletters for businesses usually focus on a narrowly defined 
topic.
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newsletters was from free to $39 a year, with a mean of 
$15.75.2^
The frequency of business newsletters varied 
considerably and was not associated with price. Of eighteen 
business publications, five published weekly and five 
biweekly, while four published monthly and four bimonthly. 
None published quarterly.
The Newsletter Association, a national trade 
organization for newsletter publishers, cautions against 
bimonthly or quarterly publications, presumably because the 
audience might forget the publication and be unwilling to 
pay a high subscription fee.^° But this survey suggests 
that subscribers will pay for bimonthly news.
Audience
Very few publishers try to reach both a business 
audience and a consumer audience. The argument against such 
market straddling for technical publications is fairly 
simple: You dilute the product by trying to expand its 
appeal. Consumers may need fairly simple abstracts while 
doctors may want just the opposite, and consumers will 
probably not pay the high prices that businesses will.
Some publishers of consumer newsletters, like Toni
^^Professional publications, such as journals, and 
government publications were not included in this calculation.
^°The Newsletter Association, The ten most dangerous 
mistakes newsletter publishers make when launching new 
publications, (Arlington, VA: Newsletter Association, n.d.).
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Goldfarb, have marketed their publications to health 
professionals, thereby establishing an important market 
segment, but charge a consumer-oriented price.
Goldfarb's ten-year-old monthly newsletter, Medical 
Abstracts, provides brief abstracts of medical journals in 
plain language. The six-page newsletter costs $24.95 a year; 
subscribers who sign up for two years pay $39.95. She 
refused to reveal circulation figures to me, but a 1988 
article in New Woman magazine stated that Medical Abstracts 
had 10,000 subscribers.^^
Ms. Goldfarb has priced her publication to sell to 
consumers but apparently considers health-care professionals 
a worthwhile secondary audience. A press release included in 
Ms. Goldfarb's letter to me devoted the first six paragraphs 
to describing Medical Abstracts as a consumer publication. 
Just one paragraph at the end stated, "health-care 
professionals also subscribe.
There are about 570,000 physicians in the United States 
t o d a y , a l l  of whom have to wade through mountains of 
journals to stay abreast of current developments in their 
fields. They generally have an abundance of money and a
^^Karen Freifeld, "Cashing in on the Newsletter Business," 
New Woman. March 1988, 124.
^^Medical Abstracts Newsletter, Newsletter Summarizes Latest 
Medical Breakthroughs for Health-Conscious Consumers. (Teaneck, 
NJ: Medical Abstracts Newsletter, n.d.).
^^American Medical Association spokesperson, Chicago, XL, 
telephone interview by author, 5 December 1990.
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dearth of time, and can— theoretically, at least— be 
persuaded to part with the former in order to save the 
latter. Unlike consumers, their interest in succinct, 
accurate medical information is unlikely to wane. They are 
also easy to reach in terms of mailing lists or even Yellow- 
Page listings. For publishers like Goldfarb, they are an 
ideal audience.
But doctors are also inundated with promotional 
materials for publications like Goldfarb's. The competition 
for doctors* dollars is fierce, and producing a publication 
that stands out from the competition requires a high level 
of medical and marketing expertise.
Some publishers have decided to chase health-care 
dollars by targeting hospital administrators with high- 
priced, narrowly focused newsletters. Some examples of these 
are Health Business (weekly, $595/year), Health Legislation 
and Regulation (weekly, $545/year), Medical Utilization 
Review (biweekly, $365/year), Long Term Care Management 
(biweekly, $365/year), Health Manager's Update (biweekly, 
$215/year) and Health Technology Trends (monthly,
$295/year).
Other publishers have targeted medical-office managers 
with publications such as HMO Magazine (bimonthly, $79/year) 
and Conomikes Report (monthly, $98/year), while at least one 
publisher has targeted medical researchers with Medical 
Research Funding News,
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Still other publishers have created products designed 
to draw the volume of a consumer newsletter with the lower 
promotional costs of a business one. For example, a 
publisher sells patient newsletters in bulk to doctors or 
hospitals, who in turn give them away to patients. The 
publisher's marketing audience is fairly narrow, but the 
reading audience (for which the doctor is charged) is quite 
large.
My sample included three such publications. Physician's 
Patient Newsletter, Health Exchange and To Your Health, 
which is geared toward chiropractic patients.
Expenses
More than half of the publishers who returned the 
questionnaire provided information on the approximate 
division of their costs.Twenty-one publishers 
estimated that they spent the most money on production, 
while fourteen estimated the most expensive part of their 
operation to be labor. Distribution costs led the cost 
column for eight publishers, and five publishers said 
promotional costs accounted for the greatest expenditure.
These variations can be explained primarily by the 
variation in organizations. Many of these publishers are 
non-profit organizations whose staff members' time is split
^''publishers were asked to estimate the percentage of costs 
for labor, production, advertising sales, promotion, distribution 
and other.
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between staff duties and newsletter duties. Others are for- 
profit organizations using a newsletter as a marketing tool; 
their cost breakdowns also tend to ignore labor and focus on 
production.
Two of the business newsletters that sold for more than 
$150 a year estimated the majority of their costs as going 
for labor. It makes sense that newsletters that are selling 
timely news have to devote most of their resources to 
reporters and editors. Similarly, it makes sense that a 
newsletter such as Issues, which is written by the 
publisher, would devote most of its resources to production.
Most of the newsletters in this survey were printed on 
8.5-by-ll-inch paper and produced on a laser printer, and 
few used more than one color. Those publications that 
indicated their production costs accounted for the highest 
percentage of total costs must either not be including labor 
costs in their estimates or be publishing four-color 
magazines.
The data suggest that production costs can account for 
the majority of a publication's costs, but that serious 
reporting will probably increase labor costs.
Editorial Content
To analyze editorial content for purposes of assessing 
possible competition, I first categorized publication 
samples in terms of the attitudes toward health and healing 
exhibited in their pages. Those that accepted the status quo
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were classified as "Western medical," those that accepted 
the Western medical model but encouraged readers to question 
and confront their doctors were classified as "Westem- 
alternatives," and those that either promoted a concept of 
health and healing other than a scientific biomedical view, 
or that promoted a profession other than Western medicine 
(e.g., chiropractic, acupuncture), were classified as 
"alternative."
I classified twenty publications as "alternative" and 
eighteen as "Western-alternatives." Of these thirty-eight, 
thirty-two focused either on one aspect of health, such as 
nutrition, chiropractic, ethics or cancer treatments, or on 
the activities of a parent organization, and one merely 
indexed health-related articles from a variety of 
sources.
The remaining five included a variety of viewpoints 
without taking a stance for or against any particular point 
of view, although each exhibited different degrees of 
acceptance of Western medicine or alternative medicine. 
Consumer Reports Health Letter and Medical Update included 
significant amounts of information from doctors or Western- 
medical sources, for example, while Alternatives for the 
Health Conscious Individual, CPCurrents and Townsend Letter 
for Doctors included information about alternative 
approaches to health. What set these publications apart from 
the rest, and what makes them possible competitors to my
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publication, is that their editorial policy in some way 
resembles mine. They are neither for nor against any 
approach to health care; they are open to various 
possibilities and appear to examine those possibilities in 
the pages of their publications. Advocacy publications are 
common in the health-publishing field; objective 
publications are less so.
It appears, then, that the niche I envision— for a 
balanced, fair approach to both Western and alternative 
forms of medicine— is not empty. There are several possible 
competitors, whose strengths and weaknesses I will now 
analyze.
Additional Competitors Not Identified Through Survey 
National Magazines
In addition to the potential competitors identified 
through my survey, three national magazines fit the 
editorial criteria established in the previous chapter: In 
Health, EastWest Journal and Prevention, Like the 
publications mentioned above, these magazines tend to be 
fair and objective, and can also be evaluated in terms of 
their acceptance or rejection of alternative and Western 
approaches to medicine.
Of the three. In Health, a four-year-old consumer 
magazine, is the most closely aligned with Western medicine. 
Articles rely on scientific research for validity, and 
alternative treatments are mentioned only if they are the
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subject of a specific story. Nonetheless, In Health stories 
often question the status quo, and the magazine's 
departments reflect a holistic view of health by focusing on 
mental health, community health issues, fitness and 
nutrition.
Prevention, the flagship publication of Rodale Press, 
advocates natural health and nutrition, and is one of the 
oldest health publications in the country. Its subscriber 
base of three million readers makes it not only a competitor 
but a leader in the heaIth-publication field. Editorially, 
it is conservative and fair. While the magazine's articles 
often examine nutritional approaches to health, other 
alternative approaches such as homeopathy or acupuncture are 
less common.
EastWest Journal occupies a different segment of the 
ideological spectrum. Its articles regularly address 
questions about alternative medicine and seem to assume that 
EastWest readers are familiar with and interested in 
alternative medicine. Western medicine is not derided, nor 
is alternative medicine promoted. Instead, alternative 
medicine is objectively investigated, and Western medicine 
is acknowledged but rarely analyzed.
Top Competitors 
Price, Frequency, Audience and Size
Table 1 summarizes several characteristics of the top 
competitors in the alternative-health-publishing field.
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Table 1.— Price, frequency, audience and size of top 
competitors
Publication Price Frequency Audience No.pages
In Health (Mar-Apr 91) $12/yr. Bimonthly Consumers
128
EastWest Journal 
(Apr 91) $15/yr. Monthly
Consumers 144
Townsend Letter (Apr 91) $33/yr. 10/year Professionals 100
CPCurrents (Jan-Feb 91) $295/yr. Monthly Professionals 62
Prevention (May 1991) $14.94 Monthly Consumers 144
CR Health Letter (Mar 90) $24/yr. Monthly Consumers 24
Medical Update 
(Dec 90) $12/yr. Monthly Consumers a
Alternatives (Dec 90) $39/yr. Monthly Consumers 8
Most of these publications are aimed at a consumer 
audience. Both the Townsend Letter and CPCurrents are 
marketed to alternative-health professionals; other than 
professional-association publications, there seem to be few 
publications aimed specifically at this group.
A wide range of prices is represented here, although 
CPCurrents is the only publication charging more than $50 a 
year. The Townsend Letter could probably charge more than 
it does, since business subscribers support higher prices, 
but relies on advertising revenue for a portion of its 
income. Most high-priced business newsletters do not carry 
ads; whether that fact persuades subscribers to pay more 
money has not been researched, but appears to be accepted as 
conventional wisdom.
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Editorial Content and Design
Features dominate all but two publications, Townsend 
Letter and CPCurrents, which focus on clinical information 
and commentary.
In Health has more investigative pieces than any of the 
other publications, with stories like those in its April 
1991 issue: one about the myth that women do not suffer from 
heart disease, another about the high prices hospitals 
charge for items like Tylenol, disposable slippers and paper 
cups and another about the suicide of a woman who spent ill 
days alone in a cave as part of a scientific experiment.
Two of the newsletters, Consumer Reports Health Letter 
and Medical Update, ran brief stories that summarized one or 
two research studies and concluded with advice for the 
reader: e.g., use more fiber in your diet, read food labels, 
don't eat peeled potatoes in restaurants if you are 
sensitive to sulfites. The goal of these publications seems 
to be to help the reader make specific decisions with a 
minimum of background information.
Prevention takes a similar approach in its articles. 
Nutritional information dominates this magazine; when 
Prevention was founded, nutrition was considered 
"alternative," and any connection between diet and disease 
was tenuous. Today, the role of nutrition in health is more 
widely acknowledged by the medical community, and Prevention 
is a relatively mainstream publication.
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Alternatives for Health Conscious Individuals is 
divided between "News to Use From Around the World," which 
features brief research summaries similar to those found in 
the other newsletters, and a four-page story on 
bioflavonoids written by the editor. Dr. David Williams.
This feature is written in a conversational tone, as though 
the author were chatting with the reader over coffee. 
Nonetheless, the two-column design without any subheads 
makes it difficult to read.
In Health, EastWest Journal and Consumer Reports Health 
Letter exhibit the most imaginative and useful designs. 
Consumer Reports uses three columns on all pages and is 
typeset. It is printed with black type on white paper, using 
a second color sparingly for highlights. It uses bullets and 
subheads frequently, which make it easy for the reader to 
skim the stories.
Jn Health is printed in four colors on glossy paper. It 
uses both two- and three-column designs, both of which use 
similar-sized column widths. When only two columns are used, 
the rest of the page is left blank, or filled with a 
photograph or illustration.
EastWest is also a four-color publication, but is 
printed on matte-finish paper. It, too, varies between two- 
and three-column designs, although tends not to leave as 
much white space as In Health. This, and the matte paper, 
give EastWest a more conservative look than In Health.
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Although printed on a laser printer using white paper 
and black ink, CPCurrents tries to make the page easier to 
read through variations in type style— bold, underline and 
italic. The type is uncomfortably small, though, and the 
paragraphs of italic type are especially difficult to read. 
Even with these problems, this publication shows that 
typesetting, color and artistic design are not necessary to 
make a publication easier to read.
Design does not appear to be a primary concern for the 
publishers of Medical Update, Alternatives and Townsend 
Letter, The first two use one- and two-column designs, few
illustrations and no variation in typeface or type style.
They are neither imaginative nor cluttered. Although 
apparently produced on laser printers, their designs 
resemble those newsletters produced on a typewriter.
The Townsend Letter*s design, on the other hand, is 
quite cluttered. Although it uses a three-column design, 
which usually makes reading easier, the typeface is so small 
and poorly rendered that the overall look is of a messy 
publication. In addition, the cover features four different 
typefaces and eight different type sizes. A larger typeface 
for the body copy and a laser printer with higher resolution 
would probably make this publication much more inviting. But 
a larger typeface would also mean more pages, and the
Townsend Letter is already one of the biggest newsletters in
the field.
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Do readers care about these design flaws? The Townsend 
Letter enjoys a comfortable circulation of about 3,500; it 
is impossible to know whether more would subscribe given a 
cleaner design. According to Success in Newsletter 
Publishing, written by the executive director of The 
Newsletter Association, readers prefer ragged-right ten- 
point typeset copy with eleven-point leading in columns 
narrower than the full width of the p a g e . B u t  whether 
these preferences translate into subscriptions is unclear.
Conclusions
Alternative-health professionals are not being targeted 
by as many publications as medical professionals are, and 
may be a valuable segment of the market for this 
publication. News related to health is not a major part of 
any publication. Features are common in all publications, 
although investigative features are common only in Jn 
Health. Research summaries are common to all publications. 
Editorials are found only in the Townsend Letter, although 
letters to the editor are featured in most publications.
Design standards vary. The publication that is easiest 
to read and most artistically designed, Jn Health, does not 
jump any stories, and places all features into “story 
wells," with ads on either side but not within the story.
^Sprederick D. Goss, Success in Newsletter Publishing 
(Arlington, VA: The Newsletter Association, 1988): 17.
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CHAPTER 4 
MARKET SEGMENTATION RESEARCH
To reach potential readers of this publication and 
persuade them to subscribe, I first identified 
characteristics that set them apart from people who are not 
going to be interested in our publication. This is known as 
"segmenting" the market.^®
Market researchers use both objective and subjective 
information about people to group them together. Income, 
occupation, age and geographic location are examples of 
objective data; attitudes, opinions, perceptions and self- 
image are examples of subjective data.
This information can come from primary research, such 
as a survey, and secondary research, such as census data. I 
used secondary research to divide the market into 
identifiable segments, and a survey to elicit more specific 
information about one particular group.
segmenting the Market
Who would most likely want information about health, 
including information about alternative health?
^®Art Weinstein, Market Segmentation: Using demographics. 
Dsychoaraphics and other segmentation techniques to uncover and 
exploit new markets (Chicago; Probus Publishing Co., 1987): 4.
32
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Recent studies looking at consumers of alternative 
cancer treatments suggest that the "typical" patient seeking 
such care is well-educated and affluent, and is probably 
receiving conventional cancer treatment as well as 
alternative treatment.Users are more likely to live in 
the western United States or New England than in the South, 
and are likely to be between 30 and 50 years of age.^®
But consumers of alternative cancer treatments are not 
necessarily the same as consumers of alternative medicine in 
general.
Another source of information about people interested 
in non-medical health care is the demographic profile of 
EastWest Journal readers. According to a profile supplied by 
Venture Communications List Marketing, Inc., these readers 
do resemble alternative-cancer-treatment users. About 68 
percent of the 45,930 EastWest readers are between 25 and 44 
years old, 42 percent are college graduates and 48 percent 
earn more than $40,000 a year.®®
These people are not only likely to be interested in a
®^McGinnis, "Alternative therapies," 1790; Thomas et al., 
"Non-orthodox and conventional health care," 209.
38McGinnis, "Alternative therapies," 1790.
®®East West Journal of Natural Health & Living: 
Demographics, (New York: Venture Communications, 1991).
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publication that covers alternative medicine, but they are 
also easy to reach through the Easiest mailing list and 
other similar lists.
Consumers are an important segment of the audience for 
my publication, but health professionals are an even more 
attractive audience. Their interest is probably more stable 
than consumers', and they are probably willing to pay a 
higher subscription price.
Health professionals can be divided into medical and 
non-medical practitioners. The first category includes 
doctors and nurses, while the second includes 
acupuncturists, naturopaths, midwives and chiropractors.
Medical professionals may be more interested in reading 
about alternative health than conventional wisdom suggests. 
In his recent overview of alternative cancer therapies, 
McGinnis states that 35 percent of cancer patients' personal 
physicians recommend alternative treatment, with 15 percent 
approving such care.'*® It is possible that an objective 
source of information about non-medical as well as medical 
options would be welcomed by many physicians.
A crucial factor to consider in identifying a group as 
a potential market is whether that group can be reached, 
usually through mailing lists. In the case of physicians, 
membership in the American Holistic Medical Association 
would certainly indicate an openness to alternative types of
^®McGinnis, "Alternative therapies," 1790.
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health care and make this group accessible to marketing.
Alternative-health practitioners would also be easy to 
identify through Yellow-Page listings and professional 
associations. They, too, would presumably be interested in 
coverage of alternative health, even more certainly than 
"holistic" medical doctors.
Since business publications command a higher 
subscription price than consumer publications, and since 
people who work as non-traditional healers will presumably 
have a higher level of interest in this publication than 
medical professionals, I decided to initially target 
alternative-health professionals. I surveyed a variety of 
alternative-health practitioners rather than focusing on one 
profession in order to compare responses for future 
marketing plans.
Market Survey
I conducted a survey to gauge the interest of 
alternative-health professionals in a publication, to 
determine what kind of news they would want to find in this 
publication and to elicit information to be used in 
marketing the publication to this group.
Methodology
On 8 February 1991, I mailed a letter and three-page 
questionnaire"*^ to 173 men and women in Oregon,
^^Please see Appendix B for samples of these.
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Washington, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New 
Mexico who were listed in the Yellow Pages as naturopaths, 
homeopaths, acupuncturists, midwives, chiropractors or 
osteopaths. This was a representative sample of 
professionals who were practicing in these states at the 
time the phone books were published, since Yellow Pages 
listings are presumably necessary for medical professionals 
to attract clients.
My goal was to compile descriptive information to use 
in planning editorial content and promotional strategy. 
Following the advice of market researcher and author Art 
Weinstein, I elected to use a survey design that was no more 
complex than I needed to obtain the information I 
w a n t e d . M y  primary research objective was to describe 
this group of people. I therefore limited my analysis to 
descriptions of frequency, range, mean and, where 
meaningful, standard deviation.
Since my final sample was small (n=35), I did not get 
reliable information about whether certain groups of 
professionals would be more likely to subscribe than other 
groups. I did compare respondents' professions with their 
answers to whether they would be willing to pay $90 a year 
for a six-to-eight-page newsletter covering health-related
^^Please refer to the glossary for explanations of these 
professions.
^^Weinstein, Market Segmentation. 56,
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information, and found, for instance, that naturopaths were 
more negative than expected and chiropractors more 
ambivalent. But the expected values were too small for the 
analysis to be statistically valid; more research with a 
larger sample is necessary.
Results
Occupations
Thirty-five professionals returned the survey, a 
response rate of 20 percent.
Almost half of respondents listed two occupations, 
e.g., "naturopath-acupuncturist,” or "nurse midwife." I 
coded the first listed occupation as the primary profession 
and the second as a secondary profession (table 2).
Table 2.— Survey respondents' primary and secondary
professions
Profession Number Listing 
as Primary 
Occupation 
(%)
Number Listing 
as Secondary Occupation 
(%)
Combined 
Frequency (does not equal 
100%)
Acupuncturist 9 <25.7) 6 (17.1) 15
Naturopath 15 (42.9) 1 (2.9) 16
Chiropractor 4 (11.4) 0 4
Osteopath 1 (2.9) 0 1
Nurse 3 (8.6) 2 (3.7) 5
Midwife 1 (2.9) 3 (8.6) 4
Oriental medical 
doctor 1 (2.9) 0
1
H.D. 1 (2.9) 0 1
Other 0 3 (8.6) 3
None 0 20 (57.1) 20
Total N 35 (100) 35 (100) 70
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These numbers are not representative of the general 
population. There are about five hundred naturopaths in the 
United S tates,for  example, as compared to about five 
thousand acupuncturists^® and at least three thousand 
chiropractors.^® My sample is skewed toward naturopaths.
There are no reliable estimates of the number of 
alternative-health practitioners in the United States, but 
there are about 20,000 members of various associations 
(naturopaths, chiropractors, acupuncturists and midwives, 
plus members of the American Holistic Medical Association 
and the American Holistic Nurses Association). My sample 
represents about .1 percent of that population.
Professional Commitment
A major objective of this survey was to determine 
whether these professionals were, in fact, professionals, or 
whether they were merely hobbyists. This information will 
affect editorial content, marketing strategy and price. 
Well-educated professionals with stable practices are more 
likely to be interested in information about alternative 
medicine and are more likely to be able to afford an annual
'̂ Ĵohn Weeks, executive director, American Association of 
Naturopathic Physicians, Seattle, WA, telephone interview by 
author, 12 March 1991.
^*®Yvette Williams, coordinator, American Acupuncture 
Association, telephone interview by author, 2 May 1991.
^®Jody Hunter, assistant director membership services. 
International Chiropractic Association, telephone interview by 
author, 1 May 1991.
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subscription fee of $50 to $100 than practitioners with less 
education who practice sporadically.
The survey suggested that these professionals are 
educated in their area of expertise, that they are licensed 
to practice in their states, that they are members of 
professional organizations and that they maintain regular 
practices.
Education
Respondents were asked to list when and where they had 
graduated. This open-ended question elicited details about 
the schools which respondents attended, but did not 
specifically find out how many respondents were college 
graduates, how many had done post-graduate work and how many 
had been educated at seminars rather than through formal 
education.
Nonetheless, the responses indicated that all sixteen 
naturopaths had attended naturopathic medical school and all 
four chiropractors had attended chiropractic medical school. 
One respondent, an M.D. and homeopath, attended McGill 
Medical School in Montreal.
Acupuncturists had the most varied educations. Two 
respondents listed their education as tutorials only, while 
three attended school in China or Japan and eight attended 
Chinese medical school in the United States.
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Licensure
Ninety-four percent of the respondents were licensed to 
practice in their states. Licensure mirrors most 
respondents’ primary and professions, i.e., a naturopath- 
midwife is licensed as a naturopath and a midwife. The 
exceptions were a naturopath-acupuncturist in Colorado who 
was licensed only as an acupuncturist and a Montana 
naturopath who was not licensed, which probably reflected 
the lack of naturopathic licensing in those states at the 
time of the survey.
Professional Association
One of the indicators of professionalism in our society 
is membership in a professional organization. Information 
about professional affiliation has an even more practical 
use; It suggests organizations whose mailing lists can be 
used for marketing this publication. Direct mail is the most 
common marketing strategy for national newsletters,^® and 
is an integral part of magazine circulation strategy.^® It 
is likely to be a major part of this publication's marketing 
plan as well.
Thirty-one respondents (88,6 percent) listed
^^The 1991 Montana Legislature passed a naturopathic 
licensing bill, which has been signed by the governor.
48Goss, Newsletter Publishing. 69.
^®John Klingel, "Will your new magazine idea fly?" Folio 
(July 1988); 88.
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professional affiliations representing a variety of 
organizations. Acupuncturists and Oriental practitioners 
belonged to the American Association of Acupuncture and 
Oriental Medicine (Washington, D.C.) as well as its state 
chapters. One acupuncturist belonged to the Taiwan Medical 
Association. All but two of the naturopaths belonged to the 
American Association of Naturopathic Physicians as well as 
its state chapters; three naturopaths belonged to the 
Homeopathic Academy of Naturopathic Physicians, and one 
naturopath who is also a midwife belonged to the American 
College of Naturopathic Obstetricians, both of which are 
sub-groups of AANP.
The chiropractors' organizations included the American 
Chiropractic Association and the Colorado Chiropractic 
Association.
The two licensed midwives belonged to the Midwives 
Association of North America as well as their state 
organization, and were also affiliated with the Northern 
Arizona School of Midwifery.
Both nurse midwives were members of the American 
College of Nurse Midwives.
In addition to organizations which reflect 
practitioners' occupations, there were several organizations 
mentioned that suggested either the diversity of some 
professionals' practices or previous occupations: an
^°Weeks, AANP, telephone interview.
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acupuncturist who belonged to the International Ob/Gyn 
Association, a naturopath who belonged to the American 
Registry of Diagnostic Sonographers and the Oregon 
Ultrasound Society, a naturopath who belonged to the 
American Association of Nutritional Consultants and a nurse 
who belonged to the American Holistic Nurses Association, 
the Professional Nurse Healers and the American Board of 
Hypnotherapy. Of these, the American Association of 
Nutritional Consultants, the American Holistic Nurses 
Association and Professional Nurse Healers appear to offer 
the best prospects for potential subscribers.
Practice Information
The fact that my sample was culled from the Yellow 
Pages made it likely that the professionals I was surveying 
were practicing professionals rather than hobbyists. To 
confirm that, I asked two questions about respondents' 
practices; the average number of days they worked each week 
and the average number of patients they saw each day (table 
3)  .
In addition, I asked for the average amount of time 
spent with patients. This question was designed to gather 
information for editorial planning: Are these professionals 
talking with patients for thirty or more minutes, or are 
they racing from room to room with barely enough time to 
prescribe or administer therapies? For example, the first 
type of professional might be interested in articles
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conveying information to pass on to patients or articles 
about different ways to communicate with patients, while the 
second type might be more interested in articles about 
building efficient practices or maintaining patient rapport 
with a minimum amount of time.
Table 3.— Average number of days worked, patients seen 
and time spent per patient
N Min. Max. Mean StandardDeviation
Days worked/week 35 2 5 4 .84
Patients/day 35 0 40 10.89 7.78
Avg. hours/patlent 35 .25 1.5 .77 .32
The majority of respondents worked between three and 
five days a week and saw between three and eighteen patients 
a day, suggesting stable practices.
It was not possible from this data, though, to 
determine any homogeneity in time spent with patients. Most 
practitioners spent between twenty-seven and sixty-five 
minutes with patients, but a few spent as little as fifteen 
minutes or as much as two hours. In terms of editorial 
content, the only conclusion possible is that a mix of 
articles regarding patient care and patient relationships 
would best meet the needs of this sample.
Searching for Similarities
Professional labels do not necessarily provide accurate 
or complete information about similarities and differences 
among alternative medical providers. In fact, two different
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professions may overlap significantly in both philosophy and 
treatments. A naturopath may use acupuncture, and both an 
acupuncturist and a midwife may use homeopathy.
To more accurately distinguish among different 
practitioners, I listed thirteen therapies and asked 
respondents to mark those they used in their practices, as 
well as the percentage of patients to whom they administered 
such therapies (see table 4). Percentages did not add up to 
100 percent since most practitioners indicated they use more 
than one approach with patients.
The data suggest more homogeneity within this group 
than professional labels do, although there is still 
significant diversity among practitioners. More than three- 
quarters of respondents use nutritional therapy in their 
practices. This may signify anything from recommending 
patients eat less fat and more fiber to prescribing certain 
foods or vitamins. Nonetheless, it reflects an interest in 
nutrition that could be addressed through articles in this 
publication.
More than half of respondents use acupuncture, and even 
more use botanical or herbal medicine.
Homeopathy, Oriental medicine, counseling and massage 
are used by one-third to one-half of practitioners, while 
chiropractic. Western medicine, osteopathy, midwifery and 
nursing are used less often, and primarily by specialists in 
those fields.
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Table 4»— Therapies used and percentage of patients administered to
THERAPY USED
(%)
NOT USED 
(%)
l%-25%
(%)
26%.50%
( % )
51%-75%
(%)
76%-100%
(%)
•X*- 
NO %  
GIVEN 
(%)
ACUPUNCTURE 19 16 4 3 1 7 4
(543) (45.7) (11.4) (8.6) (2.9) (20.0) (11.4)
BOTANICAL/ 22 13 9 4 4 2 3
HERBAL MEDICINE (62.9) (37.1) (25.7) (11.4) (11.4) (5.7) (8.6)
HOMEOPATHY 16 19 6 3 0 6 1
(45-7) (543) (17.1) (8.6) (17.1) (2.9)
ORIENTAL 14 21 8 2 0 2 2
MEDICINE (40.0) (60.0) (22.9) (5.7) (5.7) (5.7)
CIBROPRACnC 8 27 2 2 2 3 1
(22.9) (77.1) (5.7) (5.7) (.7) (8.6) (2.9)
OSTEOPATHY 3 32 0 0 0 1 2
(8.6) (91.4) (2.9) (5.7)
MIDWIFERY 6 29 1 1 1 0 3(17.1) (82.9) (2.9) (2.9) (2.9) (8.6)
NURSING 4 31 1 0 1 0 2
(11.4) (88.6) (2.9) (2.9) (5.7)
NUTRITIONAL 27 8 8 3 0 8 8
THERAPY (77.1) (22.9) (22.9) (8.6) (22.9) (22.9)
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WESTERN MEDICINE 9 26 5 0 0 0 4(25.7) (743) (143) (11.4)
COUNSELING IS 20 2 5 0 3 5(42.9) (57.1) (5.7) (14.3) (8.6) (14.3)
FAITH/ 4 31 1 1 0 2 0SPIRITUAL HEALING (11.4) (88.6) (2.9) (2.9) (5.7)
MASSAGE 12 23 2 2 0 1 7(343) (65.7) (5.7) (5.7) (2.9) (20.0)
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The percentages of patients to whom these therapies are 
administered imply that many of these practitioners are 
generalists who use a variety of therapies for their 
patients, and that many of the practitioners who use 
particular therapies are not using them frequently.
This further suggests that information about different 
therapeutic approaches— especially those used by more than a 
third of the respondents— would appeal to a broad segment of 
this audience.
Current Information Sources
To determine professionals' current subscribing 
patterns, I listed nine publications and asked respondents 
to mark those to which they subscribed. I also asked them to 
list other magazines or health newsletters they received, 
and then asked what their primary sources of medical 
information were.
Six respondents did not mark or list any publications 
and said that school, the library, books, seminars, peers 
and television were their primary sources of health 
information.
Twenty-five respondents listed at least one non­
membership publication to which they subscribe. Many 
organizations publish newsletters for their members; 
receiving such a publication indicates a willingness to join 
a group but not necessarily a willingness to pay for a
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publication.
The most popular publication among respondents was 
EastWest Journal, a consumer magazine that covers 
alternative medicine. Fourteen respondents subscribe to 
EastWest, The Townsend Letter for Doctors was the second 
most popular publication, with nine respondents subscribing. 
The Townsend Letter is written by and for practitioners of 
alternative medicine.
Both of these are subscriber publications, although 
each costs less than $40 a year.
Two respondents, an acupuncturist and a naturopath, 
subscribe to the Journal of the American Medical 
Association. Both also subscribe to the New England Journal 
of Medicine, to which another naturopath and another 
acupuncturist also subscribe (table 5).
Table 5.— Magazine and newsletter subscriptions, 
by number of respondents
Number of 
subscriptions
Number of respondents 
{%)
0 6 {17.1)
1 4 (11.4)
2 7 (20.0)
3 4 (11.4)
4 7 (20.0)
5 2 (5.7)
6 5 (14.3)
The mean number of subscriptions for this sample is
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2.8, which suggests that, as a group, these people devote 
few dollars to magazines and newsletters. But closer 
analysis reveals that 40 percent of the sample subscribed to 
four or more publications, and almost 15 percent subscribed 
to six. If past behavior predicts future response, it is 
these people who will most likely subscribe to a new health- 
related publication. The challenge is to identify them for 
targeted marketing, a possible goal for future research.
interprofessional Cooperation and interest
Since this publication will cover health in a broad 
sense, it will include news and features relating to a 
variety of health professions. Those practitioners who are 
interested only in information about their own profession 
will probably not be as likely to subscribe as those whose 
interests are less provincial.
I included two questions to gauge respondents’ 
attitudes toward other health professions. The first asked 
whether respondents work "in conjunction with other types of 
practitioners." Eighty-three percent said that they did; 
most mentioned other alternative-health professionals, 
although twelve included M.D.s on their list.
This question was ambiguous, since it may have been 
interpreted as asking whether a respondent practiced with 
another type of practitioner rather than whether a 
respondent referred to other practitioners. Gauging from the 
amplification given by respondents, most interpreted it as a
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query about referrals. Responses suggest that most of these 
professionals are referring to other types of health 
professionals, which provides some basis for concluding that 
they may be interested in knowing more about those 
professions.
The second question was a more direct measure of 
interprofessional interest. Respondents were asked to rank 
their level of interest in six general categories of news, 
one of which was "clinical information from other 
specialties."
This data is most meaningful when compared to 
respondents' answers to a similar question about clinical 
information from their own specialties (table 6).
Table 6.— Frequency of responses rating interest in
clinical information
Very
interested
(%)
Somewhat
interested
(%)
Not
interested
(%)
No answer
Clinical 30 3 0 2information—  
own specialty
(85%) (8%) (5%)
Clinical 11 12 2 10information—  
others' specialty
(31%) (34%) (5%) (28%)
Most of these professionals are interested primarily—  
and often, only— in clinical information that is directly 
applicable to their specialties. The question about 
information from other specialties was received with greater 
indifference, judging from the higher rate of blank spaces,
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and elicited more negative responses than did the question 
about their own specialties.
It also elicited more moderately positive responses, 
judging from the number of "somewhat interested" ratings.
If these responses are combined with those who were very 
interested in such information, 64 percent of respondents 
expressed some interest in clinical information outside of 
their specialties. This is still less than the 85 percent 
who said they were very interested in information from their 
own specialty, but it is enough to conclude that a 
publication with articles covering a variety of health 
options might appeal to a majority of these respondents.
This conclusion is validated by the earlier data 
showing the diversity of respondents' practices, since most 
of these professionals appear to use several therapies in 
their practices, clinical information from their own 
specialty includes an assortment of treatment options.
Interest in Information
One of the objectives of this survey was to measure 
respondents' interest in different types of news. In 
addition to the questions about clinical information, 
respondents were queried about five other general areas, 
four of which had subheadings to elicit more specific 
preferences.
Respondents were asked to rank their interest in each 
area (1-very interested, 2-somewhat interested, 3-not
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interested), although many left blank spaces. In effect, 
blank spaces express a lack of interest, which means that 
respondents had equal opportunities for expressing negative 
and positive attitudes (see table 7).
Of the five general areas, laws and regulations 
elicited the most "very interested" responses and 
alternative health in other countries elicited the least.
But combining the generally positive responses— "very 
interested" and "somewhat interested"— and combining the 
generally negative responses— "not interested" and no 
answer— provides a more meaningful analysis because it takes 
into account the significance of not marking any answer at 
all.
This analysis reveals that the most interesting topic 
to the greatest number of respondents is general information 
about alternative health in the United States. The 
subheadings did not provoke the same level of response as 
did the headings. This may indicate that respondents' 
specific ideas of what would fall under this category were 
not matched by my suggestions, or it may indicate that 
respondents were generally less inclined to mark 
subheadings. None of the subheadings under any category 
elicited the same level of response as did the headings.
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Table 7.— Level of respondents* interest in different
N = 35 1—
Very inter. 
(%)
2—Somewhat 
inter.
(%)
Not inter.
(%)
0- 
No answer 
(%)
1 & 2
(%)
3&0
(%)
HEALTH INSURANŒ 19 (54 J) 9 1 6 28 7
(25.7) Ç L9) (17.1) (80i)) (20.0)
Legislation IS 5 2 10 (28.6) 23 12
(51.4) (143) (5.7) (65.7) (343)
Filing claims 15 6 1 13 21 14
(42.8) (17.1) (2.9) (37.1) (60.0) (40.0)
LAWS & REGULATIONS 20 5 5 5 25 10
(57.1) (143) (143) (143) (71.4) (28.6)
Your state 13 3 1 18 16 19
(37.1) (8.6) (2.9) (51.4) (45.7) (54.3)
Surrounding states 7 9 2 17 16 19
(20.0) (25.7) (5.7) (48.6) (45.7) (54.3)
All states 12 8 3 12 20 15
(34.3) (22.9) (8.6) (34.3) (57.1) (42.8)
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 11 9 6 9 20 15
(31.4) (25.7) (17.1) (25.7) (57.1) (429)
Books, billing 11 6 2 16 17 18
(31.4) (17.1) (5.7) (45.7) (48.6) (51.4)
Scheduling 7 7 4 17 14 21
(20.0) (20.0) (11.4) (48.6) (40.0) (60.0)
Office equipment 6 5 8 16 11 24
(17.1) (143) (22.6) (45.7) (31.4) (68.6)
Marketing practice 11 3 6 15 14 21
(31.4) (8.6) (17.1) (42.9) (40.0) (60.0)
GENERAL INFO- 12 17 2 4 29 6
ALTERNATTVEIIEALIH IN (343) (4&6) (5.7) (11.4) (82.9) (17.1)
UNITED STATES
No. people using 12 11 0 12 23 12
(34.3) (31.4) (34.3) (65.7) (34.3)
Patient satisfaction 9 11 0 15 20 15
(25.7) (31.4) (42.9) (57.1) (42.9)
Variations among states 13 10 0 12 23 12
(37.1) (28.6) (34.3) (65.7) (34.3)
ALTERNATIVE HEALTH IN 8 12 5 10 20 15
OTHER COUNTRIES (22.9) (343) (143) (2&6) (57.1) (429)
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Health insurance drew almost as many positive votes as 
did laws and regulations, probably reflecting practitioners' 
concerns not only about the rising costs of health insurance 
but also the fact that alternative-health treatments are 
frequently not covered by health-insurance plans.
By both analyses, business management and alternative 
health in other countries are the least interesting topics 
to respondents, although even for both of these topics, more 
than half of respondents indicated some interest.
Publication Qualities and Characteristics
In addition to discovering specific areas of 
professionals' interest, I wanted to determine whether 
certain aspects of a publication weighed more heavily in a 
professional's decision to subscribe or renew than others. I 
therefore listed thirteen characteristics and asked 
respondents to rate each (1-very important, 2-important, 3- 
not important). As with earlier questions, both a blank 
space and a "3" were interpreted as meaning "not important," 
while both "1" and "2" expressed some degree of importance 
(table 8).
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Table 8.— Respondents’ ratings of selected publication
characteristics
Publication Characteristic Very
important
(%)
Important
(%)
Notimportant
{%)
No answer 
(%)
Readability 23
(65.7)
7
(20.0) 0 5(14.3)
Accuracy 30(85.7) 1(2.9) 0
4(11.4)
Price 16 11 3 5(45.7) (31.4) (8.6) (14.3)
Has information I cannot 17 11 3 4find anywhere else (48.6) (31.4) (8.6) (11.4)
Has accurate summaries of 19 9 2 5information from other 
publications (54.3)
(25.7) (5.7) (14.3)
Agrees with my view of 2 7 19 7health and healing (5.7) (20.0) (54.3) (20.0)
Tells me about health 8 17 5 5issues beyond my practice (22.9) (48.6) (14.3) (14.3)
Gives "bigger picture" of 8 19 3 5alternative health in U.S. (22.9) (54.3) (8.6) (14.3)
Helps me to be a better 27 2 2 4practitioner (77.1) (5.7) (5.7) (11.4)
Reflects consumer concerns 11 16 2 6about health care (31.4) (45.7) (5.7) (17.1)
Looks professional 11 15 3 6
(31.4) (42.9) (8.6) (17.1)
Is written by health 11 11 8 5
professionals (31.4) (31.4) (22.9) (14.3)
Is written by journalists 3 14 11 7(8.6) (40.0) (31.4) (20.0)
Professionals' number-one concern is that a publication 
be accurate. Reflecting their interest in clinical 
information relating to their own practices, they also want 
it to help them in their jobs. It must be readable, although 
not necessarily written by journalists. About half of 
respondents would like information they cannot find 
elsewhere.
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These people do not consider themselves dogmatic, 
judging from their response to whether a publication must 
agree with their views of health and healing. Nor do they 
judge design to be as important as content.
Price
Gauging professionals' interest is crucial to editorial 
planning, but it is equally important to gauge their 
sensitivity to price. How much will they pay?
This aspect of marketing research is academic until 
actual promotional pieces are mailed and the number of 
subscriptions tallied. Given that limitation, I decided to 
query respondents about a specific price, $90 a year for a 
monthly six-to-eight-page publication. They were given the 
option of saying yes, no or maybe.
Most chose maybe (62.9 percent). Nine (25.7 percent) 
said no, and a few of those wrote lower prices that they 
apparently would consider paying. Three practitioners (8.6 
percent) said yes, and one person did not answer the 
question.
Conclusions
No publication can please all of its subscribers with 
every article. A general-interest publication like a daily 
newspaper includes news, opinion and features on a variety 
of topics in order to appeal to a broad segment of the
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market. On the other end of the spectrum, a newsletter, 
which tries to appeal to a select group of subscribers, 
usually focuses on a narrow topic and writes in a similar 
tone every issue.
These initial research results indicate that a narrowly 
focused publication providing clinical information for a 
specific profession would appeal to this audience. This 
publication might include stories on diagnosing and treating 
various ailments (e.g., "Stomach problems in the elderly" or 
"Sore throats in family practice") as well as stories on 
certain therapies (e.g., "Acupuncture in family practice," 
or "Homeopathy for women").
A more broadly defined publication that attempts to 
appeal to a diverse audience would have the best possibility 
of succeeding if it included a mix of clinical stories 
(e.g., "Recognizing and treating chronic fatigue syndrome"), 
health-insurance updates (e.g., "Washington Legislature 
passes bill enabling Medicaid coverage of acupuncture"), 
stories about laws and regulations affecting alternative 
medicine (e.g., "Montana licenses naturopaths") and general 
information about alternative medicine in the United States, 
(e.g., "Home births on the rise"). Short stories about 
managing a medical practice would be welcomed by some 
readers (e.g., "Using a computer in your practice"), as 
would stories informing readers about alternative health 
outside the United States, (e.g., "British nurses authorized
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to administer alternative treatments”).
Regardless of the type of stories, articles must be 
accurate, readable, relevant and helpful to these 
clinicians' practices. Reporting original news would 
increase these readers' interest, as would including 
accurate summaries of information from other publications.
If our initial marketing campaign enjoyed a 
subscription rate of 8.6 percent (the number of respondents 
who said they would pay $90), this publication would quickly 
make a profit. That is an unlikely possibility, however. 
Newsletter Association director Fred Goss says that even the 
most successful newsletters do well to capture 10 percent of 
their markets, with initial results of much less than 
that.  ̂Magazines are apparently no different.^
The most astute observation about surveys that ask 
people whether they will pay for a publication comes from a 
veteran newsletter publisher: "The only market survey worth 
a darn is the one which asks the prospect to commit 
money.
^Goss, Success. 69.
^Jennifer Howland, "Why new magazines fail," Folio (July 
1990): 80.
^John Stewart, chairman of Bureau of National Affairs, 
quoted in Goss, Success. 74.
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CHAPTER 5
GATHERING AND REPORTING THE NEWS: PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Initial market research confirms that a publication 
covering both Western and alternative medicine could compete 
with other publications for readers. It also suggests that 
at least one segment of the market— alternative-health 
professionals— would be interested in both clinical 
information and general news about alternative medicine.
But alternative-health professionals are just one 
segment of the market identified through initial research. 
Others included consumers and medical professionals, who may 
not share alternative-health professionals' editorial 
interests.
Determining the ideal editorial focus through 
additional market surveys is costly and time-consuming. It 
also overlooks other relevant factors affecting editorial 
content, such as the availability and cost of gathering news 
and the staff expertise needed to report such news 
accurately and credibly.
Rather than invest in additional surveys, I will 
analyze the feasibility of gathering and reporting news that 
alternative-health professionals said they would be 
interested in reading: clinical updates and general news
59
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about alternative health, including state legislative action 
regarding licensing and health insurance. I will use this 
information to conclude what format and editorial content 
would be best for this publication.
I also assumed that, like alternative-health 
professionals, consumers and medical professionals may be 
interested in clinical health information, but that the 
three groups will differ in the topics and level of 
technical information they want. A clinical-information 
publication would have to be targeted to a narrow audience 
with fairly similar interests. Any type of publication, 
though, will have to meet reader demands for accuracy, 
readability, credibility and relevance.
Clinical Information
Although the term "clinical information" was not 
defined in the editorial survey, the combination of 
responses to several questions provided a clear picture of 
what alternative-health professionals wanted; information 
that they could use in diagnosing and treating patients, 
which would in turn make them better practitioners. This 
would not be a medical journal publishing original research; 
instead, it would contain synopses of relevant studies from 
a variety of sources and case studies from practitioners.
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To further broaden its appeal, it could contain features on 
other areas of interest identified in the reader survey: 
practice management, health insurance and general news about 
laws and regulations.
The research synopses and case studies would form the 
publication's core. These stories would arise from two 
general sources: scientific studies and clinical anecdotes.
A reporter might find the beginning of an anecdotal thread 
through patients who experience notable successes or 
failures with certain treatments, but most anecdotes would 
originate from practitioners themselves.
Reporting scientific findings involves several possible 
sources. A reporter could ask to be put on the press­
release mailing list of several research organizations, such 
as the National Cancer Institute, major medical schools and 
the National Center for Health Statistics. Certain 
scientific journals, including the New England Journal of 
Medicine, also regularly issue press releases.
Frequent perusal of medical and scientific journals 
would also be an important route to reporting scientific 
news to health professionals.
Computer-based searches of the National Library of 
Medicine, via Medline, are quick, relatively inexpensive 
ways to investigate medical topics. There is usually a few 
months' lapse between journal publication and Medline 
listing, though, which would make the news gathered from
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this source stale for those readers who want the news as it 
happens.
Many of these sources are fine for consumer audiences, 
who tend not to read medical or scientific journals, but 
relying on them too heavily for professionals would result 
in a publication based on recycled news.
To regularly report new clinical findings to health 
professionals, a reporter would have to develop personal 
sources of information within medical schools and research 
institutes and contact these sources regularly for 
information about studies in progress. The reporter would 
also do well to develop sources among health professionals, 
both for clinical anecdotes and for technical advice.
"Federal Research in Progress," available either in 
paper or through a computer database, would be an important 
secondary source, as well.
A reporter for a clinical publication would need some 
expertise in health care in order to understand these 
studies, communicate with sources and report complex 
findings to a trained audience.
General News: Laws, Regulations, Statistics
This, too, is a broad area not specifically defined in 
the survey. Examples of possible stories could include any 
state legislative action affecting health, court decisions 
and actions by state Boards of Medical Examiners against 
alternative medical providers or medical professionals.
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Information about alternative-health-care use or relations 
between alternative providers and medical providers could 
also fit into this category.
Although alternative medicine is more common in the 
West and New England than in other parts of the country ̂ ̂ 
this kind of news publication would have to be able to cover 
the entire country.
A reporter could rely on secondary sources such as 
professional-association newsletters, which usually report 
news affecting the profession, or newspapers from selected 
communities. This, of course, would mean the news was old 
and had already reached the people who would be affected.
The ideal source of news would be The Associated Press, 
an international news collective, since it has reporters all 
over the world who cover just these sorts of stories. But 
because it is a collective, the AP does not just sell its 
news to publishers; a publication must join AP, which means 
meeting certain requirements. Newsletters are not eligible 
for membership.
There are a few options to consider. The first involves 
publishing a newsletter and relying on a medical wire sold 
by AP to hospitals, pharmaceutical companies and government 
agencies.®
%cGinnis, "Alternative therapies," 1790.
^Steve Kahofer, Associated Press sales manager. New York, 
NY, telephone interview by author, 22 March 1991.
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According to Steve Kahofer, sales manager for the AP in 
New York, this medical information has never been sold for 
re-publication, but he thought it could be arranged. All AP 
news that had been coded by a computer program as health- or 
medical-related would be available via computer modem. The 
flat fee for such a service would be $2,500 a month ($30,000 
a year), with additional negotiations to determine royalties 
for redistribution of the information.
The second possibility has more format restrictions but 
is considerably cheaper. A Milwaukee-based company, API, 
offers a service called NewsFinder, in partnership with 
AP.^ API receives all AP stories, organizes those stories 
in a database and markets them to weekly or monthly 
publishers. AP requires API to hold the news for 24 hours 
before putting it into the database so that NewsFinder 
subscribers cannot compete with daily newspapers, but this 
would not pose a problem for a monthly publication.
Every AP story is read by an API-NewsFinder employee, 
who codes the story with key words such as "health." To 
retrieve news, a subscriber calls the NewsFinder computer 
via a modem, selects relevant key words and downloads either 
the headlines or the full stories.
API stores the stories for seven days. According to Tom 
Brettingen, vice president of API and former AP executive.
®Tom Brettingen, vice president of API, Milwaukee, WI, 
telephone interview by author, 22 March 1991.
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there are 400 to 500 health stories on the wire at any given 
time.
Because ARI is a partner with AP in this venture, AP 
insists that NewsFinder subscribers become AP members. This 
means a publication must meet AP*s definition of a 
newspaper, which Mr. Brettingen described as being "a bit 
more flexible than it used to be," but which would still 
probably not include a newsletter. Mr. Brettingen said he 
has some subscribers whose publications are 8.5-by-ll inches 
and are printed on glossy paper, and added that a more 
important criterion is the publication's commitment to 
covering news.
Some businesses have proposed subscribing to the 
service and publishing nothing but AP news, he said.
"The answer to that is no," Mr. Brettingen said. "You 
can't."
Subscribers must "be in a position to contribute 
something to the cooperative," he said, which means that any 
original news must be made available to the AP at its 
request, although to date, AP has never made such a request 
of NewsFinder members.
Even with these restrictions, though, it could be worth 
the money saved. NewsFinder charges a flat annual fee plus 
computer-connect time of $.66 a minute. A weekly 
publication with one thousand subscribers would be charged 
about $3,000 a year, Mr. Brettingen said, and a weekly
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publication of twenty thousand about $6,000 a year. These 
prices would apply for monthly publications as well.
According to Mr. Brettingen, none of his current 
subscribers cull alternative-health news for publication.
If it were possible to meet the AP's definition of a 
newspaper and subscribe to NewsFinder, the wire stories 
could be used for tips as well as be published.
Reporting original news would require the development 
of a source network like that described in the clinical 
section. News could include stories about studies in 
progress, pending legislative or court action and features 
about selected practitioners and therapies. Some story ideas 
might come from the AP wire; others would come from talking 
with people, attending conferences and reading journals and 
newspapers.
A reporter covering this kind of general news would not 
have to be as well versed in medical language and concepts 
as for a clinical newsletter. Nonetheless, a certain amount 
of familiarity with health issues and medical terminology 
would be necessary.
Conclusions
Two options seem most feasible: to publish either a 
clinical newsletter for a narrow segment of the professional 
market, or a newspaper with health-related news and features 
for a broader segment of the population.
The clinical newsletter would appeal both to health
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professionals' desire for information that will help them 
treat their patients and to their inability to read every 
relevant medical journal. Primary sources— health 
professionals and researchers— would supply much of the 
newsletter's content through case studies and research 
summaries. There are numerous secondary sources— medical 
journals, computer databases— accessible to a reporter, 
although relying too heavily on these sources may affect the 
timeliness of the publication's news.
A reporter for this publication would have to be 
familiar enough with medical research and medical 
terminology to communicate with health professionals and 
researchers and understand research studies well enough to 
write summaries of them.
The newspaper would appeal to a broader audience, 
defined more by readers' interest in health-related news 
than by their professions. This audience would include 
consumers as well as alternative-health and medical 
professionals.
The main source of news for this publication would be 
the AP wire via NewsFinder, although original news and 
features would not only add to the publication but would 
also be required by AP. A reporter would have to develop 
sources for these enterprise stories, and could also rely on 
wire stories for ideas.
The ideal reporter would have some experience in health
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and medical writing, but this requirement would be less 
important than for the clinical newsletter. This 
publication would be oriented toward news rather than 
clinical skills; a reporter with training in journalism 
would be well-prepared for this job.
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CHAPTER 6 
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
My analysis has shown that either a clinical newsletter 
or a health-news newspaper would interest readers. To gather 
more information on which publication to launch, I conducted 
this financial analysis.
I first determined the number of subscriptions needed 
for each publication to meet projected expenses and compared 
that number to the estimated market size. I performed this 
analysis at different prices to gauge the range of necessary 
subscriptions. Before conducting this analysis, I first 
projected costs for the publications, and determined 
reasonable ranges for subscription prices.
I then computed the response rate needed from each 
market for each subscription price, and the resulting cost 
per subscription.
Expenses
Staff
For the first year or more, I will be the only full­
time employee of this business. My background in health 
education and journalism qualifies me for reporting and 
writing either clinical news or general news.
69
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Eventually, though, I will have to hire other 
reporters, and will have to pay them according to the level 
of expertise I require. Since the newsletter would be a more 
specialized publication, would appeal to a trained audience 
and would have strict requirements for technical accuracy, a 
reporter for it would presumably be paid more than a 
reporter for the newspaper. It would be easier to hire 
someone for the newspaper and allow them to gradually learn 
the business— beginning with wire stories, for example— than 
it would be for the newsletter.
In addition, the wire service will allow the newspaper 
to run more stories with fewer reporters than the 
newsletter, which will have to rely solely on its own news 
and features.
Eventually, the newsletter will have higher staff costs 
than the newspaper. For the initial analysis, though, I 
estimated $18,000 a year for an editorial employee of either 
publication.
News-source Costs
The newspaper will pay about $3,000 a year for access 
to NewsFinder, plus telephone and travel costs for original 
stories. The newsletter will also have to pay for telephone 
and travel costs, plus computer costs for databases like
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Medline and Federal Research in Progress. In addition, 
subscription costs to various medical and professional 
journals will be more important for this publication than 
for the newspaper.
I estimated $1,000 a year for the newsletter's dues and 
subscriptions as compared to $3,000 a year for the 
newspaper's subscription to NewsFinder.
Printing
Newsletters are typically printed on letter-size paper, 
often in one color and rarely with photographs. They can be 
produced on a laser printer, bypassing a typesetter, 
although graphic resolution improves considerably with 
typeset copy. This kind of publication can be printed at any 
copy shop or printer.
The newspaper's format is less predictable, especially 
in light of NewsFinder director Tom Brettingen's remark that 
some of his "newspaper" subscribers have publications that 
resemble newsletters. But a publication appealing to 
consumers has to pay more attention to design and packaging 
than one appealing only to professionals, especially if 
newsstand sales are part of the marketing strategy.
The newspaper, then, would have to look more like a 
newspaper or magazine than a newsletter, if only to attract 
readers. A tabloid-sized publication (usually 11.5-by-14 
inches) could be printed either on newsprint or heavier, 
more expensive stock.
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While it would be possible to use only one color, color 
increases readability, which my market survey determined was 
an important factor for alternative-health professionals in 
deciding whether to subscribe to a publication. In addition, 
if subscribers are being asked to pay $2 to $4 an issue they 
would probably expect some color. No matter what the 
rationale for including it, two or more colors will increase 
printing costs.
Finally, this newspaper would run photographs as part 
of its news coverage, and photographs add to the printing 
cost as well.
It would still not be necessary to typeset the copy 
unless the laser-printed quality affected readability.
Overall, then, the newspaper would be more expensive to 
produce than the newsletter, although exact price 
differences would depend on decisions about paper stock, 
number of colors, number of photographs and number of pages.
In neither case will the number of copies make a 
significant difference in the final price, since the total 
number of copies is so small.
For purposes of analysis, I estimated the newsletter 
printing costs at $350 an issue and the newspaper's at 
$1,200 an issue.
Postage and Fulfillment
These costs vary with the number of subscriptions. For 
cash-flow projections, I estimated first-class postage at
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thirty cents, although either bulk-mail or second-class 
rates may apply. For the break-even analysis, I estimated 
postage as one percent of sales.
Fulfillment houses produce mailing labels, accept 
payment for subscriptions, send renewal notices and provide 
publishers with a variety of financial and management 
reports, such as payment rates, renewal rates, the number of 
subscriptions about to expire and a schedule of outstanding 
bills.^ All of this can be done with an in-house computer 
system, but would require hiring an employee. That, in turn, 
would mean paying regular payroll, benefits and worker’s 
compensation. Until and unless I generate a circulation of 
several thousand, a contract service will best suit my 
needs.
For cash-flow projections, I estimated fulfillment 
costs of about $2 a subscription. For the break-even 
analysis, I estimated them as five percent of sales.
Direct-mail promotion
Direct mail is the best way to reach a relatively 
small, easily identifiable audience.® The Newsletter 
Association estimates the cost of a direct-mail package—  
letter, brochure, reply card, business-reply envelope, 
envelopes, postage, fulfillment and list rental— at $.25 to
^Goss, Newsletter Publishing. 60.
®Paul Larson, The Montana Entrepreneur's Guide (Missoula, 
MT: University Press, 1990): 122-24.
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$.55 apiece.
The newsletter and newspaper will have substantially 
different promotional costs because they appeal to different 
markets.
The market for the clinical newsletter would consist 
primarily of health professionals who treat patients 
similarly. Medical doctors and acupuncturists would probably 
not share clinical interests, for example, although 
acupuncturists and naturopaths might, and perhaps 
acupuncturists and American Holistic Medical Association 
members might, as well.
The potential market for the newspaper is much larger, 
since it does not depend on professional similarities and 
will presumably draw consumers.
Combining the 20,000 professionals with the 46,000 
subscribers of EastNest Journal yields an initial market of 
66,000 potential subscribers. I estimated that the newspaper 
would have to be mailed to at least 70,000 people, which 
would cost $28,000.
I estimated that the newsletter would need to send 
direct-mail solicitations to all 20,000 people in its 
market. At $.40 apiece, this amounts to $8,000.
Miscellaneous expenses
I estimated repairs and maintenance at $600 a year, 
office supplies at $1,000 a year and accounting and legal
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services at $1,500 a year. Since I will initially be working 
out of my home office, I did not include estimates for rent 
or utilities in the first year, but added them in subsequent 
years if cash flow justified it.
Income
Subscription Price 
Competitive analysis suggested that consumers are more 
sensitive to price than businesses or professionals. The 
clinical newsletter would appeal to a narrow segment of the 
market and would contain information for health 
professionals to use in their practices. Therefore, if the 
targeted market is similar to other business-newsletter 
markets, the publication can command a relatively high 
price. The primary competitor for alternative-health 
professionals is CPCurrents, a monthly publication that 
sells for $295 a year. The results of my survey were 
equivocal, since most respondents said ’’maybe” they would 
pay $90 a year for a monthly newsletter. If my newsletter 
were useful to professionals’ practices, I could possibly 
charge $150 a year and still be perceived as offering a 
bargain.
The newspaper would have to charge much less than that. 
As a general-news publication, it will not be considered as 
essential as a clinical-information newsletter would be. In 
addition, the most expensive consumer publication in my 
sample charged $40 a year. The paper will have a potentially
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bigger market than the newsletter, but because it will 
include information about alternative as well as 
conventional medicine, its potential market will be smaller 
than that of a mainstream publication.^
Given these parameters, I analyzed the break-even point 
for the newspaper at $25 and $45 a year, and the newsletter 
at $90 and $150 a year.
Break-Even Analysis
Break-even analysis revealed the number of 
subscriptions needed to break even at a given subscription 
p r i c e . T h i s  is the point at which sales will cover 
expenses (table 9).
Table 9.— Break-even-analysis results, by publication
Publication Subscription 
price (per year)
Break-even point (no. 
of subscriptions)
Newsletter $90 494
$150 296
Newspaper $25 3,081
$45 1,712
The newspaper's costs are about two-thirds higher than 
the newsletter's, due to the differences in printing costs 
and promotion. Since the subscription prices are 50 percent
^For example, there are several hundred thousand In Health 
subscribers and about 50,000 EastWest Journal subscribers.
^°This analysis was performed using Lotus 1-2-3 with 
financial-analysis templates supplied by Paul Larson, professor 
in the University of Montana School of Business Administration 
and author of The Montana Entrepreneur's Guide.
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or more lower, substantially more subscriptions are needed 
for the newspaper to break even than for the newsletter.
To further analyze this, I have determined the response 
rate needed to break even (table 10).
Table 10.— Response needed to break even, by publication
Publication Price
(/year) Audience Marketsize
No. of 
subscrip­tions needed 
to break 
even
Resp
onseneed
ed
(%)
Newsletter $90 Alternative-health
professionals
and
20,000 494 2.5
$150 holistic medical 
professionals
297 1.5
Newspaper $25 Consumers and 70,000 3,081 4.4
$45 professionals 1,712 2.4
This analysis assumes subscribers will buy after the 
first promotion. In fact, more than one offer may be needed 
to pull enough subscriptions.
To evaluate this, I assumed the initial response rate 
to each publication. This response will depend on the cost 
and usefulness of the publication to the reader (table 11).
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Table 11.— Assumed response rates and break-even 
response rates^ by publication
Publication Price Anticipated 
initial 
response (%)
Response 
needed to 
break even 
(%)
Newsletter $90 2.5 2.5
$150 1.0 1.5
Newspaper $25 3.5 4.4
$45 1.5 2.4
No one can accurately predict the response to a direct- 
mail offer. Factors influencing response include the time of 
year, the quality of the mailing list and the type of offer- 
-e.g., send no money and try it for three months versus send 
cash with o r d e r . A t  the same time, it would be 
impossible to determine which option to pursue without 
making some assumptions about response. Goss estimates 
response rates ranging from .5 percent to seven percent. 
Magazine consultant John Klingel estimates a five percent 
response to an initial m a i l i n g . I  have made conservative 
estimates based upon price and usability of the information.
The newsletter would contain usable information for 
selected health-care professionals. It would be a business 
expense rather than a personal expense. Based on my 
competitive analysis and my market survey, the market would
^^Goss, Success. chap. 7 passim.
^^ibid.
^^Klingel, "Will your new magazine idea fly?" 93.
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respond well to a $90-a-year publication that was accurate, 
readable and would help readers be better practitioners.
The response would drop considerably, though, if I 
increased the price to $150 a year.
The newspaper, on the other hand, may be useful to 
alternative-health professionals but will probably not be as 
clinically relevant as the newsletter. It could still be 
viewed as a business expense for this portion of the market, 
but the majority of the readers will be consumers for whom 
this is a personal expense.
No consumer publication in my competitive analysis cost 
more than $40 a year. The median price was about $15. A 
$25 newspaper, then, is priced slightly higher than average, 
while a $45 newspaper is very expensive. Nonetheless, 
either newspaper price will look more attractive to 
alternative-health professionals than the newsletter prices. 
In addition, a promotional package that emphasizes that this 
information cannot be found anywhere else and is targeted to 
the right audience, such as EastWest readers, will be able 
to persuad at least 1.5 percent to 3.5 percent of the market 
to subscribe.
Cash-flow Analysis
Initial analysis suggested that the $90 newsletter
"̂*The best way to test this hypothesis would be to send two 
offers, one for $90 and one for $150, and compare the response 
rates.
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could expect to break even in the first year, based upon one 
direct-mail promotion, and that the other publications would 
fall .5 percent to 1 percent short of their break-even 
goals.
To determine how these numbers translated into month- 
to-month operations, I performed 12-month cash-flow 
projections for the first year and quarterly projections for 
the second and third years. I assumed renewal rates of 70 
percent for the newsletter and 60 percent for the newspaper.
I then performed the projections adding an initial loan 
and additional promotions throughout the year.
Results
Although a $150 newsletter might be successfully 
marketed to alternative-health professionals, this audience 
has not been conditioned to high-priced publications the way 
medical professionals have been. Initial response for the 
$150 newsletter does not have to be as high as for the $90 
publication; nonetheless, I believe the initial response 
will be too low and will grow too slowly for the publication 
to succeed. To confirm this, the direct-mail test could be 
split into two prices, and the results could then be 
compared. For this analysis, however, I focused on the $90 
publication.
^^Please see Appendices C - I for copies of these 
projections.
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Similarly, a $45 newspaper is an expensive publication 
in the consumer-publication market. While it is possible to 
establish a niche as a high-quality product for which people 
are willing to pay a premium, few publications have tried 
such a strategy.Responses to my survey indicated many 
respondents considered $90 too expensive. Like the 
newsletter, a split-price test would be the best way to 
determine the audience's response. For this analysis, 
though, I concentrated on the $25 newspaper.
The newspaper's monthly operational expenses, not 
including promotional expenses, are about $4,000, while the 
newsletter's are about $3,000. Postage exerts a significant 
influence on costs, especially since I have estimated it at 
first-class rates. Postage is a variable cost; the more 
subscriptions, the higher the postage.
Given the large amount of cash needed to launch the 
newspaper, I included a $25,000 loan at 9 percent, payable 
over two years, in all projections. The monthly payments are 
about $1,14 3.^^
The newsletter's initial promotional costs are about 
$10,000, an amount that can be covered with personal credit
^̂ Ms. is trying just such a strategy by appealing to 
readers' desire for advertising-free publications. Whether their 
experiment will work is not yet clear.
^^This interest rate is realistic only if I obtain a loan 
from a family member or friend. A bank would probably charge at 
least 12 percent interest, resulting in monthly payments of 
$1,177. This difference will not have a substantial impact on the 
newspaper's ability to survive.
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and subscription fees as long as at least 2 percent of the 
market subscribes. If the test shows less than a 2.5 percent 
response, a $20,000 loan should be taken out. If only 1 
percent of the market subscribers, even this loan will not 
be enough keep the newsletter in the black.
Both publications show a deficit for the first month, 
but will stay afloat as long as response rates are above 1.5 
percent for the newsletter and 3.0 percent for the 
newspaper.
The time between promoting and receiving payment will 
depend partially on what offers are used, such as "one free 
issue, no payment for two months," or "return this card and 
we'll bill you later." For this analysis, I have assumed we 
will ask for payment up front, and that the majority of 
subscriptions will arrive within two months of the mailing. 
According to The Newsletter Association, "It takes about six 
weeks for enough of the dust to settle to see how your last 
effort did.
Multiple promotions
The way to get more subscribers and therefore more cash 
is to mail more promotions, an obvious but costly 
proposition. Promoting the newsletter to a limited market 
of 2 0,000 will cost about $8,000, while promoting the 
newspaper to a much larger audience will cost $20,000 to
^®Goss, Success. 81
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$30,000 for each mailing of 35,000 to 70,000 pieces.
The analysis revealed that both publications must 
promote regularly not only to survive, but to succeed. When 
I included an annual promotion only, both publications had 
to rely on higher-than-anticipated response rates in order 
to survive. For example, the newspaper finished the second 
year with about $27,000, but needed 5 percent of the market 
to subscribe.While that may happen, depending upon it 
seems foolhardy.
The Newspaper
To determine the impact of multiple promotions, I 
assumed a 3.5 percent response to the January mailing 
(70,000), and budgeted for a 35,000-piece mailing in 
May.^° The 3.5 percent response to this mailing will 
generate more cash for the business, which I will use to 
promote to 35,000 more people in September. This leaves the 
business with slightly more cash at the end of the first 
year than promoting once does ($15,659 as opposed to 
$8,934), but more importantly, it provides 4,900 
subscriptions based on a realistic 3.5-percent response 
rather than 3,500 subscriptions based on a hopeful 5-percent 
response (table 12).
^^Please see Appendix F for a copy of this projection. 
^°Please see Appendix G for a copy of this projection,
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Table 12.— Newspaper cash flow and subscriptions at end of 
first year, by number of promotions
Response No. subs, at Cash position at
needed (%) year end year end
One promotion 5 3,500 $8,934
Three promotions 3.5 4,900 $15,659
The number of subscriptions is important because 
renewals are much less expensive to obtain than new 
subscriptions. Renewal notices are less elaborate and 
therefore cost less than promotional packages, and 50 
percent to 70 percent of subscribers will renew— a far 
better response rate than for new subscriptions.
The differences between the two approaches become more 
apparent in the second year (table 13).
Table 13.— Second-year financial status of newspaper, by
No. 
renewals 
beginning 
of year
No. subs, 
year end 
(response)
Cash 
position 
year end
Additional
expenses
One
promotion
2,100 4,500
(3.5%)
$13,000 None
Three 
promot ions
2,940 6,690(3.5%)
$13,922 Assistant, salary raise, new office
Using just one promotion at the beginning of the second 
year, which pulls a 5 percent response, the newspaper ends 
the year with $27,068. No new staff are hired, although the
business will move out of my home in the fourth quarter 
But by promoting twice during the second year, each
21
^^Please refer to Appendix F.
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time to about 50,000 people, one time with a 3.5 percent 
subscription rate and another time with a 4 percent 
subscription rate, the business ends the year with enough 
money to justify raising expenses in the third quarter by 
hiring another staff person, raising my salary and renting 
an office outside of my home. This creates an end-of- 
the-year balance of $19,567, and leaves the business with 
6,690 subscribers. If 60 percent of them renew, we will 
generate about $100,000 during the first quarter of the 
third year, enough to hire a third person, send two direct- 
mail promotions during the year and still end the year with 
$12,717 and about 7,000 subscribers. During this year, we 
will move our subscription services in house, given the 
large number of subscribers and the additional staff.
If the subscription rate is less than 3.5 percent, the 
outlook is less favorable. A 2.5 percent response to one 
promotion will leave the business $27,996 in the red and 
with only 1,750 subscriptions. A second promotion reduces 
the debt, but still leaves a deficit of $20,121 by the end 
of the year. The business will not be able to survive 
without additional cash if less than 3 percent of the market 
subscribes.
In addition to loans, advertisements are a possible 
source of income. As discussed earlier, a publication that 
derives substantial income from advertisements must make a
^^Please refer to Appendix G.
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considerable investment in advertising sales representatives 
and an advertising manager as well as in market research and 
sales materials. This would require further research as to 
what advertisers would be interested in this publication# 
what effect ads would have on editorial credibility and what 
kinds of prices the publication could charge— research that 
is indicated if the subscription rate is less than expected.
Another way of decreasing expenses and surviving a 
lower response rate would be to publish the newspaper 
bimonthly. This cuts the printing and postage costs in half, 
and reduces fulfillment costs as well. But since the 
printing costs for a sixteen- to twenty-page newspaper are 
relatively low, the net effect is not so dramatic as it 
might be for a more expensive publication like a magazine.
A bimonthly newspaper will still lose money in the 
first year unless it draws a 3-percent response.
Nonetheless, the losses of a bimonthly drawing 2.5 percent 
are significantly less than with a monthly drawing the same 
subscription rate. The bimonthly will be $8,441 in the red 
by the end of the year, as compared to $20,121 in the red 
for the monthly newspaper. Since readers are often willing 
to pay the same for a bimonthly as a m o n t h l y , n o  
subscribers are lost by less frequent publishing. Instead,
^^Please see Appendices H and I for copies of these 
projections.
^^Klingel, "Will your new magazine idea fly?" 91.
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costs are lowered and production time is increased— a 
valuable side effect for a one-person publishing company.
A 3-percent response to a bimonthly does not leave the 
business with much cash at the end of the first year, but a 
60-percent renewal rate will allow the business not only to 
survive its second year but to begin to flourish.^® Cash 
flow is still low at the end of the second year, but enough 
money will be made to hire another staff person and rent an 
office.
A final possibility would be to secure financing of 
several hundred thousand dollars, which would allow for much 
bigger promotions and a higher circulation for the paper. If 
the response is l percent to 2 percent, though, the overall 
circulation numbers will be too low to generate enough cash 
to pay back the investors; if the response is 2 percent or 
higher, the backing would not be necessary.
The decision about which course of action to take 
cannot be made until a direct-mail test indicates the 
market * s response.
The Newsletter
The situation is similar for the newsletter. Based on a 
2.5-percent subscription rate (500 subscriptions) and one 
annual promotion, the newsletter will have $1,700 in cash by
25Please refer to Appendix I.
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the end of the first year (table 14) . If it were able 
to survive the first few months of the second year, and if 
350 people renewed their subscriptions, a second mailing 
could be sent in the beginning of the second year, to which 
another 500 might respond by subscribing. If so, the 
business would have $26,600 at the end of the second year.
Table 14.— Newsletter cash flow and subscriptions at 
end of first year, by number of promotions
Response 
needed (%)
No. subs, at 
year end
Cash position at 
year end
One
promotion
2.5 500 $1,700
Threepromotions
varies: 
2.5, 1.5, 1.0
1,000 $29,335
But if the newsletter were to promote in January, June 
and October, with subscription rates of 2.5 percent, 1.5 
percent and 1 percent, respectively, it would end the first 
year with $29,335 and 1,000 subscriptions.^^ If 700 renew 
and another 600 subscribe after receiving one of two 
promotions, we would have enough money to hire an employee 
in the second quarter and rent an office at the beginning of 
the year. We would end the year with 1,3 00 subscriptions 
and $40,985 (table 15).
^^Please refer to Appendix C.
^^Please refer to Appendix D.
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Table 15.— Second-year financial status of newsletter, by
number of promotions
No. renewals 
beginning 
of year
No. subs, year end 
(response)
Cash 
position year end
Additional
expenses
One 350 850 $26,600 None
promotion (2.5%)
Two 700 1,300 $40,985 Additionalpromotions (1,5%) staff, newoffice
As the third year begins, the newsletter's strategy 
would differ from the newspaper's, since the newsletter 
audience is finite and the information is useful to readers' 
businesses: We would raise the price to $105.
The newsletter's market consists of about 20,000 
people. Unlike the newspaper, which can market to a new 
audience each time, the newsletter is being promoted to 
essentially the same people again and again. Given this 
fact, I have estimated the initial response to be higher 
than any subsequent responses.
If the most any publication can hope to attract is 10 
percent of a m a r k e t , t h e n  the newsletter will be nearing 
its market-saturation point after two years. The newsletter 
must raise its price so that it can begin to diversify.
Based, then, on a $105 subscription fee, a renewal rate 
of about 70 percent and an additional 560 subscriptions, the 
newsletter should add more staff in the third year and 
should consider buying a building. With two people each
28Goss, Success. 69.
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earning $24,000 a year, the business will end the year with 
$70,395 and 1,500 subscriptions, or 7.5 percent of the 
market. An additional staff person will allow time for 
developing new products to launch, such as newsletters 
specializing in a particular area of health care, and owning 
a building will mean mortgage-interest deductions and, 
possibly, rental income.
Again, this promising future depends upon an initial 
subscription rate of at least 2.5 percent. If the initial 
response is less than that, the publication can still 
survive but will have to secure a loan.
I performed a cash-flow projection with a $20,000 loan 
(9 percent over two years) and an initial response of 1 
p e r c e n t . T h e  business had a negative cash flow in June 
and October, but promotions generating a 1-percent response 
supply enough money to keep the business going. Under this 
scenario, the newsletter ends the year with $5,647 and 600 
subscriptions. Assuming a 70-percent renewal rate, the 
business will start the year with $41,397, enough to pay 
monthly bills and finance new promotions.
Direct-Mail Tests
Newsletter and magazine publishers advise "testing" the 
market's response to a publication before investing in a
29Please refer to Appendix E.
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full r o l l - o u t . T h i s  test should include enough people 
so that the publisher's desired response rate will produce 
50 subscriptions.^^
Under that rule, since the newspaper needs a 3-percent 
response, I should mail to 1,667 people. Similarly, since 
the newsletter needs a 1.5-percent response, I should mail 
to 3,333 people. But these universes may be too small to 
produce valid samples.Therefore, I will conduct further 
research using statistical analysis to determine the ideal 
test-sample size after deciding which publication to pursue.
Financing for the test will have to be secured 
separately from any financing for the business itself, and 
will require separate financial analyses to be conducted at 
a later date.
Conclusions
Both the newsletter and the newspaper are potentially 
profitable if they have enough cash to launch, minimal 
expenses during the first year and— most importantly—  
adequate responses to their direct-mail promotions. With 
response rates of at least 1.5 percent to three promotions, 
the newsletter will flourish. A response rate of less than 1
^®Goss, Success. chap. 15, passim; Klingel, "Will your new 
magazine idea fly?," passim.
^^Goss, Success. 235.
^^Ibid.
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percent will make it more difficult for the publication to 
survive. I can forgo my salary, which would save $18,000 in 
the first year, and careful shopping may turn up better 
printing and fulfillment prices than I have estimated.
The newspaper is equally promising in the first few 
years, and perhaps even more for the long term. Projections 
are based on response rates of 3.5 percent, which research 
suggests is reasonable to expect. A response of less than 
that would change the picture considerably, though, leaving 
the business in the red within the first year, unable to 
finance any promotions past the first one. This still does 
not spell doom for the newspaper, though, since other 
options— particularly advertising— may provide additional 
income.
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Editorial Focus 
My first research objective was to determine the broad 
editorial focus of this publication and provide a rationale 
for that choice-
The best way to differentiate a publication in the 
crowded health-publication market is to include news and 
features about health-care practices outside of Western 
medicine without adopting an angry tone toward Western 
medical practices. This kind of fair, inclusive coverage is 
rare, and will set a publication apart from most of its 
competitors.
Competitive Analysis 
My next objective was to assess the competition, 
analyze those publications that would compete with my 
publication and determine realistic price ranges for health 
publications.
Although there are hundreds of health-related 
publications, most target a specific audience. Few 
publications target alternative-health professionals.
93
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Higher-circulation publications and publications for a 
general audience do not usually include news related to 
healthy devoting their pages to feature articles and 
research summaries instead. Editorials are also rarey 
although letters to the editor are commony and design 
quality varies tremendously.
Publications for consumers are priced much lower than 
those for businesses. The most expensive consumer 
publication in my sample was $39 a year, while the most 
expensive business newsletter was $595 a year.
Market Segmentation and Research 
To refine my editorial focus and plan my marketing 
strategy, I analyzed the universe of potential subscribers, 
divided that universe into identifiable segments, determined 
the best audience to target initially and assessed that 
audience's interest by means of a survey.
Both consumers and health-care professionals may have 
an interest in news about alternative as well as Western 
medicine. Practitioners of alternative medicine are an 
easy-to-reach segment of the market, and their interest in 
such information would presumably be high.
Thirty-five alternative-health professionals returned 
my three-page survey. While this sample does not permit
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reliable statistical analysis, it does provide guidance for 
editorial planning. Respondents said they would be most 
interested in a publication that provided them with 
accurate, readable information that they could use in 
diagnosing and treating their patients. They also expressed 
an interest in general news about alternative medicine in 
the United States, such as the variations among states in 
licensing laws and the number of people seeking alternative- 
medical care, and in information about health insurance.
This initial market research led me to consider two 
types of publications; either a clinical-information 
newsletter, targeted to a small audience that shared 
clinical interests, or a health-news newspaper targeted to 
several market segments.
News Sources
Primary sources would be more difficult to develop for 
the newsletter than for the newspaper. The newspaper can 
rely on the AP wire via NewsFinder service for original news 
from around the world; these stories would be supplemented 
by stories written by staff. The newsletter would have to 
rely more heavily on secondary sources, such as medical 
journals, and gradually develop primary sources among 
research institutions, medical schools and practitioners.
Reporting for and editing the newsletter would require 
more medical expertise than the newspaper, which would
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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require more experience in news editing.
Financial Analysis
Further consideration of the market led me to analyze 
the lower-priced publications: the newsletter at $90 a year 
and the newspaper at $25 a year.
Either publication is potentially profitable; the 
crucial element is the percentage of people who subscribe. 
The newspaper has higher costs than the newsletter, although 
a substantially lower subscription price. It requires a 3.5 
percent response to its promotions to succeed. If a direct- 
mail test shows a lower response than this, additional 
sources of income, such as advertising, should be 
considered.
The newsletter requires only a 1-percent response to 
its promotions to succeed if it is financed with a $20,000 
loan. But unlike the newspaper, the newsletter has a finite 
market, which will stymie long-term growth. If the 
newsletter is launched, and if it succeeds, diversification 
into other products will be necessary after three years.
Conclusions
This research project has revealed two possible niches 
in the health-publishing market and identified segments of 
the market that may be interested in those publications- The 
key element remains unknown: how many people would 
subscribe?
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A direct-mail test is the most reliable way to answer 
that question. But even that test assumes the publication 
will be ready to be published if the response meets the 
minimum standards. The decision as to which publication to 
invest in must be made before the direct-mail test.
Financial and competitive analysis did not provide 
enough information to conclude that either publication would 
fail, only that either publication might succeed. To decide 
which publication to pursue, I must rely upon editorial 
principles and the realistic limitations of an owner- 
operated, one-person business.
Either publication must have a clear editorial focus 
and be able to consistently find and report news that 
reflects that focus. Which is most likely to meet those 
criteria?
Certain facts stand out. There is no other publication 
publishing general news about alternative health in the 
United States, although there are clinical-information 
publications for alternative-health professionals. The 
clinical newsletter would require a high level of medical 
expertise on the part of its reporter and editor, and it may 
be more difficult for a reporter who lacks medical training 
to establish credibility with newsletter readers than with 
newspaper readers. Finally, the AP wire is a reliable source 
of news, and NewsFinder provides affordable access to it.
Evaluation of my own qualifications reveals more recent
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experience and formal training as a journalist than as a 
clinical-health expert.
Producing a monthly publication is a monumental task, 
and will be difficult for one person to accomplish. 
NewsFinder would supply much of the newspaper's copy, 
relieving the burden of reporting all the news, while 
reporting for the newsletter would be my responsibility 
completely.
Given these parameters, I conclude that the newspaper 
offers the most realistic opportunities for success, and 
should be tested to determine whether readers share this 
enthusiasm. In addition, the newspaper should roll out as a 
bimonthly; once established, it can expand to monthly if 
readers would prefer that. Publishing bimonthly reduces the 
necessary response from 3.5 percent to 3 percent, and makes 
it more feasible for one person— reporting, editing, 
composing and supervising production— to meet production 
deadlines.
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[99]Beth A. Br e n n a n
APPENDIX A
SAMPLE LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE MAILED TO PUBLISHERS
January 20, 1991
Mark Kleininan, Editor 
CHAN
Consumer Coalition for Health 
Box 50088
Washington, D.C. 20004
Dear Mr. Kleinman,
I am a graduate student in journalism at the University of 
Montana. My master's thesis includes an analysis of health 
information in newsletters and journals as compared to magazines 
and newspapers. Would you please send me a sample copy of CHAN? 
If you publish other magazines, newsletters or books, I would 
also appreciate your sending me a catalog.
For the second part of my thesis, I am developing a business 
plan for a health newsletter. If you would take a few minutes to 
fill out the enclosed questionnaire and include any advice for a 
fledgling newsletter publisher, I would be grateful.
I realize you may prefer to keep some information 
confidential. If that precludes you from disclosing certain 
facts, I understand. I have tried to limit my questions to those 
that will not compromise your competitive position in the market.
I have enclosed a self-addressed stamped envelope for your 
convenience, and would appreciate your response by Feb. 15.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,
Beth A. Brennan
Encl.
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Date : ________________
CHAN
Your name: _  Title:
Publisher: _________________________
Editor: _________________________
Total number staff :
When publication started: 19__
Who is your audience?
How often do you publish?
  Monthly ___ Bimonthly   Quarterly   Other
Do you charge subscribers?
If so, what is your subscription price?
Do you have any controlled circulation?
Number: _____
What is your paid circulation, if any? ___________
Who writes your copy?
  Freelancers   Staff
Do you accept advertising?
If so, what are your rates?
Can you estimate the percentage of your costs that go to:
  labor
  production
  advertising sales
  promotion
  distribution
  other
Is your publication a:
  communications tool for a health-care company
  an independent publication
  other
What is the mission of your publication?
Thank you for your time and effort,
Beth Brennan
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APPENDIX B
February A 100 1 SAMPLE LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE MAILED TO 
 ̂ ’ ALTERNATIVE-HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
Anita Martinez 
448 E. Southern Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85040
Dear ,
I am developing a business plan for a subscriber-supported alternative 
health newsletter and would appreciate your help.
While the demand for alternative health providers grows every year, 
there are relatively few sources of news and information for lay people or 
professionals interested in alternative health. There is also minimal 
opportunity for discussion among professionals (e.g., acupuncturists, 
chiropractors, midwives and naturopaths), or for dialogue between consumers 
and professionals.
I would like to change that by publishing a newsletter for alternative- 
health professionals and consumers. By avoiding any advertising, I will 
maintain editorial integrity and funnel all my resources into reporting, 
writing, editing and production.
I plan on creating a newsletter filled with news of the alternative 
health world: for example, how many people are seeing acupuncturists; what is 
happening in the Arizona Legislature or the North Carolina Supreme Court; how 
different practitioners might approach the same problem; and what consumers 
want.
Your comments and opinions will help me decide whether I'm on the right
track.
As a freelance journalist, I have written frequently about health, 
including articles on acupuncture, home birth, the dental-amalgam controversy, 
and local hospital workers' lax attitude toward universal precautions against 
infection. I was a reproductive health educator for several years before 
becoming a writer, and have many years of experience as a consumer of both 
Western and alternative medicine.
As a health professional, you know what information you want and how 
well existing publications meet your needs. You also know what questions your 
patients are asking, and whether existing publications meet their needs.
If you would take a few minutes to fill out the enclosed questionnaire 
and return it to me in the self-addressed stamped envelope by March 1, I will 
be better able to create a publication that reflects your interests.
All information you provide will be completely confidential, and will be 
cited either anonymously or in group statistics. It is up to you whether you 
give me your name; if you do, I may call you for a follow-up interview.
If and when I launch the newsletter, I will send you a sample issue in 
appreciation of your help.
I look forward to hearing from you. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Beth A. Brennan
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(Your name and address are optional. If you give them, may I call you? ____
Name : ________________ __________________________________
Address: City;   State;
ZIP C o d e :    Daytime phone: _________________________ _
* Please complete and return in the enclosed enveloped by March 1 * 
Occupa 11on : _________
Private practice? Yes No
Solo or Group practice? (Number In group;
Do you receive third-party reimbursement for your services? Yes No Some 
If some, please explain.
Are you licensed to practice In your state? Yes No N/A 
As a ______________________________.
School(s) graduated from: Date(s);
Additional training; Date(s);
Please mark those therapies you use In your practice, and If possible, the 
approximate percentage of your practice:
  Acupuncture ____
  Homeopathy ____
  Botanical/Herbal medicine____________
  Chinese/Oriental medicine____________
 Chiropractic ____
  Osteopathy___________ ____
  MIdwlfery
  Lay/direct entry ____
  Nurse_________________ ____
  Home birth ____
Hospital birth ____
  Nutritional consultation & advice ____
  Western medical treatment_______________ ____
  Psychological counseling ____
  Splrltual/falth healing ____
  Massage
  Other :
Do you work In conjunction with other types of practitioners? Yes No 
If yes, please explain:
How many patients do you see In an average day? _____ How many days a week do
you work? _____  About how much time do you spend per appointment? ___________
Please list your professional affiliations;
- Over —
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Please mark publications to which you subscribe:
  Journal of the American Medical Association
  New England Journal of Medicine
  East-West Journal
  American Journal of Acupuncture
  Nurse Midwifery
  Resonance
  Homeopathy Today
  Holistic Medicine
  ICA Today/ICA Intl. Review
Others:
Do you subscribe to any health newsletters? Yes No 
If y e s , please list.
What are your primary sources of health Information?
What Information would an alternative health newsletter have to have In order 
for you to subscribe?
Please rank your Interest In the following types of Information (f-very 
Interested, 2-somewhat interested. 3-not interested).
  Clinical Information from your speclalty(les)
  Case studies
  Scientific studies
  Clinical Information from other specialties {such as _______________________)
  Case studies
  Scientific studies
  Regulations and laws {especlaily about  ________________________________________ )
  Within your state
  Within surrounding states
Within all states
Health Insurance 
  LeglslatIon
  Practical office tips for filing claims
Information about managing your business
  bookkeeping and billing
  schedulIng
  equipment: copiers, computers, fax machines
  marketing your practice
General Information about alternative health options In the U.S.
  Number of people using non-medical options
  People's satisfaction with medical and alternative health
  Variations from state to state In availability and legality
Information about alternative health In other countries 
Other :
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Would you bo willing to pay $90/year for a six— to eight—page monthly newsletter 
that gave you this kind of Information? Yes No Maybe
Based on your dally Interactions with patients, what kind of health Information 
do you think they want?
Please rank the Importance of these factors In your decision whether to subscribe 
to a publication. (1~very Important, 2-important, 3-not Important.)
  ReadabI I Ity
  Accuracy
  Price
  Contains Information I cannot find anywhere else
  Has accurate summaries of Information from other publications
  Agrees with my view of health and healing
  Tells me about health Issues beyond my practice
  Gives me a "bigger picture" of alternative health In the U.S.
  Helps me to be a better practitioner
  Reflects consumer concerns about health care
  Looks professional
  Is written by health professionals
  Is written by Journalists
Please fill In the blanks.
In order to achieve optimum health, a person must
Health care In America really needs
The real gap In health Information today Is
Additional comments: (Please use the back of the page If you need more room.)
Your help Is Invaluable. Thank you.
Beth Brennan ** 1533 Jackson Street ** Missoula, MT 59802 ** 406-721-6768
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Newsletter, $90, 500 subscriptions (2.5% response), no loan 
One promotion
CASH-FLOW PROJECTIONS, YEAR 1
PERIOD JAN FEB MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT************************************************************************************************************
CASH ON HAND 0 -10875 10750 28075 25400 22725 18850 15575 12800 10025
(BEG OF MONTH)
CASH RECEIPTS
Subscriptions 25000 20000
TOT CASH RCPTS 0 25000 20000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOT CASH AVAIL 0 14125 30750 28075 25400 22725 18850 15575 12800 10025
S WBSSSS: ========= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500
OFFICE SUPPLIES 100 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
REPAIRS & MNTNC 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 8000
AUTO & TRAVEL 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 200 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
RENT (HOME OFFICE)
TELEPHONE 200 300 300 300 300 300 400 400 400 400
UTILITIES
PROP TAXES-PERS PRP 500
POSTAGE 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
PRINTING 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375
FULFILLMENT 500 700
DUES, SUBSCRIPTION 300 200 1 500
SUBTOTAL 10875 3375 2675 2675 2675 3875 3275 2775 2775 2775
LOAN PAYMENT
TOT CASH PD OUT 10875 3375 2675 2675 2675 3875 3275 2775 2775 2775
CASH POSITION -10875 10750 28075 25400 22725 18850 15575 12800 10025 7250
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1500 1500 18000
50 50 650
50 50 600
8000
150 150 1800
100 100 1300
0
400 400 4100
0
500
150 150 1650
375 375 4500
1200
1000
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0
2775 2775 43300 M O
4475 1700 XXXXXXXXX ^
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CASH FLOW PLANNING SHEET, YEAR 2
Newsletter, $90, 500 subs, 350 renewals, 500 new
One promotion YEAR 2
PERIOD 1ST QR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR TOTAL
CASH ON HAND 1700 32500
(BEG OF MONTH)
CASH RECEIPTS 
New subscrips (250) 30000 15000
New subs (350)— 2nd 
Third year promos
Renewals (700) 20000 11500
Loan
48200 36900 XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
0
45000
0
31500
0
TOT CASH RCPTS 50000 26500 0 0 76500
TOT CASH AVAIL 51700 59000 48200 36900 XXXXXXXXXXX
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 4500 4500 4500 4500 12000
PAYROLL EXPENSES 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
SUPPLIES 250 250 250 250 1000
REPAIRS & MNTNC 150 150 150 150 600
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 8000 8000
AUTO & TRAVEL 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 300 300 300 300 1200
RENT (HOME OFFICE) 0
TELEPHONE 900 900 900 900 3600
UTILITIES 450 450 450 1350
PROP TAXES-PERS PRP 500 500
POSTAGE 600 750 750 750 2850
PRINTING 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
FULFILLMENT 1000 500 1500
DUES, SUBSCRIPTIONS 500 500 1000
SUBTOTAL 19200 10800 11300 10300 45600
LOAN PRIN PYMNT 0
TOT CASH PD OUT 19200 10800 11300 10300 45600
CASH POSITION 32500 48200 36900 26600 XXXXXXXXXXX
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YEAR 3
1ST QRTR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR TOTAL
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
26600 41100 40350 24850 XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
0
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10000
40000
30000
15000
40000
55000
0
40000 15000 0 0 95000
66600 56100 40350 24850 XXXXXXXXXXX
6000 6000 6000 6000 24000
1500 1500 1500 1500 6000
250 250 250 250 1000
200 200 200 200 800
10000 10000
1500 1500 1500 1500 6000
500 500 500 500 2000
1200 1200 1200 750 4350
1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
150 150 150 150 600
750 750
1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
1000 1000 2000
500 500 1000
25500 15750 15500 14550 71300
0
25500 15750 15500 14550 71300
41100 40350 24850 10300 XXXXXXXXXXX
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Newsletter, $90, 3 promos, 1000 subscriptions, no loan 
CASH-FLOW PROJECTIONS, YEAR 1
PERIÜÜ JAN FEB MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT************************************************************************************************************
CASH ON HAND 0 -10875 10750
(BEG OF MONTH)
CASH RECEIPTS 
Subscriptions— 1st promo 25000 20000
Subscriptions— 2nd promo 
Subscriptions— 3rd promo 
Loan (9%, 5yrs.)
28075 25400 22725 10550 22275 31425
15000 12000
28500
TOT CASH RCPTS 0 25000 20000 0 0 0 15000 12000 0 0
TOT CASH AVAIL 0 14125 30750 28075 25400 22725 25550 34275 31425 28500
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500
OFFICE SUPPLIES 100 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
REPAIRS & MNTNC 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 8000 8000 8000
AUTO & TRAVEL 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 200 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
TELEPHONE 200 300 300 300 300 300 400 400 400 400
PROP TAXES-PERS PRP 500
POSTAGE 150 150 150 150 150 150 225 300 300
PRINTING 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375
FULFILLMENT 500 1000 500
d u e s, SUBSCRIPTION 300 200 500
SUBTOTAL 10875 3375 2675 2675 2675 12175 3275 2850 2925 11425
LOAN PAYMENT
TOT CASH PD OUT 10875 3375 2675 2675 2675 12175 3275 2850 2925 11425
CASH POSITION -10875 10750 28075 25400 22725 10550 22275 31425 28500 17075
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I 17075 29150 XXXXXXXXX
^ XXXXXXXXX
g XXXXXXXXX
2, 0
I 45000
o 27000
( O '
3.3"
CD
CD■DO
Q .C2o3"OO
CD
Q .
■D
CD
(/)(/)
15000 3000 18000
0
15000 3000 90000
32075 32150 XXXXXXXXX
1500 1500 18000
50 50 650
50 50 600
24000
150 150 1800
100 100 1300
400 400 4100
500
300 300 2325
375 375 4500
2000
1000
2925 2925 60775
0
2925 2925 60775 O
29150 29225 XXXXXXXXX
[Ill]
CASH FLOW PLANNING SHEET, YEAR 2
Newsletter, $90, 1,000 subs, 700 renewals, 600 new
YEAR 2
PERIOD 1ST QR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR TOTAL************************************************************************
53235 XXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXX 
0
22500
11500 31500
CASH ON HAND 
(BEG OF MONTH)
29335 57535 65485
CASH RECEIPTS 
New subscrips (250) 22500
New subs (350)— 2nd promo 
Third year promos 
Renewals (700) 30000
Loan
20000
33000 63000
0
TOT CASH RCPTS 52500 33000 20000 11500 117000
TOT CASH AVAIL 81835 90535 85485 64735 xxxxxxxxxx:
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 4500 12000 12000 12000 12000
PAYROLL EXPENSES 1000 3000 3000 3000 10000
SUPPLIES 250 250 250 250 1000
REPAIRS & MNTNC 150 150 150 150 600
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 8000 8000 16000
AUTO & TRAVEL 3000 3000 3000 3000 12000
ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 300 300 300 300 1200
RENT (HOME OFFICE) 1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
TELEPHONE 900 900 900 900 3600
UTILITIES 450 450 450 1350
PROP TAXES-PERS PRP 500 500
POSTAGE 1500 1500 1500 1500 6000
PRINTING 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
FULFILLMENT 2000 800 2800
DUES, SUBSCRIPTIONS 500 500 1000
SUBTOTAL 24300 25050 32250 23750 76850
LOAN PRIN PYMNT 
TOT CASH PD OUT 
CASH POSITION
0
24300
57535
25050
65485
32250
53235
23750 76850
40985 XXXXXXXXXXX
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YEAR 3
1ST QRTR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR TOTAL****************************************************
40985 56285 62235 37535 XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
0
30000 10000 30000 70000
50000 31900 81900
0
50000 31900 10000 30000 151900
90985 88185 72235 67535 XXXXXXXXXXX
12000 12000 12000 12000 48000
3000 3000 3000 3500 12500
250 250 250 250 1000
200 200 200 200 800
10000 10000 20000
3000 3000 3000 3000 12000
500 500 500 500 2000
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
150 150 150 150 600
750 750
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
1000 1000 1000 500 3500
500 500 1000
34700 25950 34700 25200 120550
0
34700 25950 34700 25200 120550
56285 62235 37535 42335 XXXXXXXXXXX
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APPENDIX E
NEWSLETTER CASH-FLOW PROJECTIONS: 1-PERCENT RESPONSE, TWO PROMOS
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NOV DEC TOTAL"S ***************************
I -5155 6246 XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
o 0^ 18000
^ 18000
8
( O '
15000 3000 18000
20000
15000 3000 74000
9845 9246 XXXXXXXXX
1500 1500 18000
50 50 650
50 50 600
24000
150 150 1800
100 100 1300
400 400 4100
500
60 60 635
375 375 4500
300
1000
2685 2685 57385
914 914 10968
3599 3599 68353
6246 5647 XXXXXXXXX
[115]
CASH FLOW PLANNING SHEET, YEAR 2
Newsletter, $90, 600 subs, 420 renewals, 350 new, loan
YEAR 2PERIOD 1ST QRT 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR TOTAL******************************
CASH ON HAND 5647 18397 24197 19197 XXXXXXXXXXX(BEG OF MONTH) XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXCASH RECEIPTS 0New subscrips (175)--1 15750 15750
New subs (200)— 2nd promo 18000 18000
Third year promos
Subscrip renewals (420 20000 17800 37800Loan 0
TOT CASH RCPTS 35750 17800 18000 0 71550
TOT CASH AVAIL 41397 36197 42197 19197 XXXXXXXXXXX
S S 3 B 3 3 E 3 S S Z 3 £ = 9 9 a B S » S B S S S S S E S 5 S :
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 4500 4500 4500 4500 12000
PAYROLL EXPENSES 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
SUPPLIES 250 250 250 250 1000
REPAIRS & MNTNC 150 150 150 150 600
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 8000 8000 16000
AUTO & TRAVEL 2000 2000 4000
ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 300 300 300 300 1200
RENT (HOME OFFICE) 0
TELEPHONE 900 900 900 900 3600
UTILITIES 0
PROP TAXES-PERS PRP 500 500
POSTAGE 650 650 650 800 2750
PRINTING 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
FULFILLMENT 1000 1000 2000
DUES, SUBSCRIPTIONS 500 500 1000
SUBTOTAL 20250 9250 20250 8900 52650
LOAN PRIN PYMNT 2750 2750 2750 2750 11000
TOT CASH PD OUT 23000 12000 23000 11650 63650
CASH POSITION 18397 24197 19197 7547 XXXXXXXXXXX
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[116]
YEAR 3
1ST QRTR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR TOTAL****************************************************
7547 7097 24697 5247 XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
0
20000 25000 45000
20000 28600 48600
0
20000 28600 0 25000 93600
27547 35697 24697 30247 XXXXXXXXXXX
= 5SSS = = = =
4000 4000 4000 4000 16000
1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
250 250 250 250 1000
200 200 200 200 800
10000 10000 20000
1000 1000 1000 3000
500 500 500 500 2000
0
900 900 900 900 3600
0
750 750
700 700 700 700 2800
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
700 700 1400
500 500 1000
20450 11000 19450 10250 61150
0
20450 11000 19450 10250 61150
7097 24697 5247 19997 XXXXXXXXXXX
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Newspaper, $25/year, 5% response, $25k loan, one promotion 
Mail 70,000 promotions; 3500 subscriptions 
CASH-FLOW PROJECTIONS, YEAR 1
PERIOD JAN FEB MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT*********************************************************************************************************
CASH ON HAND 0 -7843 29864 64071
(BEG OF MONTH)
CASH RECEIPTS
SUBSCRIPTIONS-lst promo 45000 40000 2500
Subscriptions— 2nd promo 
Subscriptions— 3rd promo 
LOAN (9%, 2 yrs.) 25000
60778 54985 45692 39899 34106 26313
TOT CASH RCPTS 25000 45000 40000 2500
TOT CASH AVAIL 25000 37157 69864 66571
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 1500 1500
OFFICE SUPPLIES 100 50
REPAIRS & MNTNC 50 50
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 28000 
AUTO & TRAVEL 150 150
ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 200 100
TELEPHONE 200 300
PROP TAXES-PERS PRP 
POSTAGE (1ST CLASS) 500
PRINTING 1200 1200
FULFILLMENT 2000
DUES,SUBSCRIPTIONS 300 300
SUBTOTAL 31700
LOAN PRIN PYMNT 1143
TOT CASH PD OUT 32843
CASH POSITION -7843
6150
1143
7293
29864
1500
50
50
150
100
300
1000
1200
300
4650
1143
5793
64071
1500
50
50
150
100
300
1000
1200
300
4650
1143
5793
60778
0
60778
1500
50
50
150
100
300
1000
1200
300
4650
1143
5793
54985
0 0
54985 45692
1500
50
50
150
100
300
500
1000
1200
3000
300
8150
1143
9293
45692
1500
50
50
150
100
300
1000
1200
300
4650
1143
5793
39899
0
39899
1500
50
50
150
100
300
1000
1200
300
4650
1143
5793
34106
0 0
34106 26313
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100
300
1000
1200
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300
6650
1143
7793
26313
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300
4650
1143
5793
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I 20520 14727 XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
0 0^ 87500
m 0
1
( O '
3.3"
CD
CD■DO
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CD
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CD
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25000
0 0 112500
20520 14727 XXXXXXXXX
1500 1500 18000
50 50 650
50 50 600
28000
150 150 1800
100 100 1300
300 300 3500
500
1000 1000 10500
1200 1200 14400
7000
300 300 3600
4650 4650 89850
1143 1143 13716
5793 5793 103566
14727 8934 XXXXXXXXX
00
[119]
Newspaper, $25, 3500 subs 1st yr, 2100 renew 
One promotion, 5% response, 5600 total subs 
CASH FLOW PLANNING SHEET, YEAR 2
PERIOD 1ST QRTR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR
* * * * * * * * * * *  it * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *
CASH ON HAND 8934 38905 67876 52347
(BEG OF MONTH)
CASH RECEIPTS 
New subscriptions 50000 
Subscrip renew (21 30000
Loan
30000
22500
7500
YEAR 2 
TOTAL *********
XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
0
87500
52500
0
TOT CASH RCPTS 80000 52500 7500 0 140000
TOT CASH AVÀIL 88934 91405 75376 52347 xxxxxxxx:
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 4500 4500 4500 4500 18000
PAYROLL EXPENSES 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
SUPPLIES 250 250 250 250 1000
REPAIRS & MNTNC 150 150 150 150 600
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 28000 28000
AUTO & TRAVEL 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 300 300 300 300 1200
RENT (HOME OFFICE) 1000 1000
TELEPHONE 900 900 900 1200 3900
UTILITIES 450 450
PROF TAXES-PERS PRP 500 500
POSTAGE 4000 5000 5000 5000 19000
PRINTING 3750 3750 3750 3750 15000
FULFILLMENT 2000 2000 2000 2000 8000
DUES, SUBSCRIPTION 750 750 750 750 3000
0
SUBTOTAL 46600 20100 19600 21350 107650
LOAN PRIN PYMNT 3429 3429 3429 3429 13716
TOT CASH PD OUT 50029 23529 23029 24779 121366
CASH POSITION 38905 67876 52347 27568 XXXXXXXXX
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
[ 1 2 0 ]
YEAR 3
1ST QRTR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR TOTAL
27568 89418 101268 66118 XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
0
50000 37500 87500
75000 9000 84000
0
125000 46500 0 0 171500
152568 135918 101268 66118 XXXXXXXXX
= = = = = = = = =
15000 15000 15000 15000 60000
5000 5000 5000 5000 20000
500 500 500 500 2000
300 300 300 300 1200
28000 28000
1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
500 500 500 500 2000
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
450 450 450 450 1800
500 750 1250
5000 5000 5000 5000 20000
4000 4000 4000 4000 16000
0
1000 1000 2000
0
63150 34650 35150 34900 167850
0
63150 34650 35150 34900 167850
89418 101268 66118 31218 XXXXXXXXX
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NEWSPAPER CASH-FLOW
APPENDIX G
PROJECTIONS: 3.5-P: 
PROMOTIONS
CRCENT RESPONSE, THREE
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I 13570 16802 XXXXXXXXX
% XXXXXXXXX
§ 0
2, 61250
I 30625
g 10000 5625 30625
3.3"
CD
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CD
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CD
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25000
10000 5625 147500
23570 22427 XXXXXXXXX
1500 1500 18000
50 50 650
50 50 600
56000
150 150 1800
100 100 1300
300 300 3500
500
1300 1300 10350
1200 1200 14400
675 675 7425
300 300 3600
5625 5625 118125
1143 1143 13716
6768 6768 131841
16802 15659 XXXXXXXXX
1123]
Newspaper, $25, 4900 subs 1st yr, 2940 renew
Two promotions, 50,000 each, 3.5% & 4% responses, 6690 subs
CASH FLOW PLANNING SHEET, YEAR 2
PERIOD 1ST QRTR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR************************************************************ 
CASH ON HAND 15659 34836 59263 35440
(BEG OF MONTH)
CASH RECEIPTS 
New subscriptions (3 
Subscrip renew (2940 
Loan
35000
30000
8750
43500
25000 25000
YEAR 2 
TOTAL 
* * * * * * * * * *
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
0
93750
73500
0
TOT CASH RCPTS 65000 52250 25000 25000 167250
TOT CASH AVAIL 80659 87086 84263 60440 XXXXXXXXX
: = = = = = = == = :
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 4500 4500 4500 12000 25500
PAYROLL EXPENSES 1000 1000 1000 4000 7000
SUPPLIES 250 250 250 250 1000
REPAIRS & MNTNC 150 150 150 150 600
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 20000 20000 40000
AUTO & TRAVEL 1000 1000 2000
ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 300 300 300 300 1200
RENT (HOME OFFICE) 1000 1000
TELEPHONE 900 900 900 1000 3700
UTILITIES 450 450
PROP TAXES-PERS PRP 500 500
POSTAGE 3000 5000 5000 6000 19000
PRINTING 3750 3750 3750 3750 15000
FULFILLMENT 2000 2500 3000 3000 10500
DUES, SUBSCRIPTIONS 750 750 750 750 3000
0
SUBTOTAL 37600 19600 40600 32650 130450
LOAN PRIN PYMNT 8223 8223 8223 8223 32892
TOT CASH PD OUT 45823 27823 48823 40873 163342
CASH POSITION 34836 59263 35440 19567 XXXXXXXXXX
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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YEAR 3
1ST QRTR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR TOTAL **************************************************
19567
20000
80000
64417
15000
20000
63767 28617 XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXX 
0
20000 20000 75000
100000
0
100000 35000 20000 20000 175000
119567 99417 83767 48617 XXXXXXXXXX
15000 15000 15000 15000 60000
5000 5000 5000 5000 20000
500 500 500 500 2000
300 300 300 300 1200
20000 20000 40000
1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
500 500 500 500 2000
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
1200 1200 1200 1200 4800
450 450 450 450 1800
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Newspaper, $25/yr«, bimonthly, 3% response, 1890 renew 
Two promotions, 3% & 2.5% responses (1500 & 1250 subs) 
CASH FLOW PLANNING SHEET, YEAR 2
p e r i o d 1ST QRTR 2ND QRTR 3RD QRTR 4TH QRTR******************************************************
YEAR 2 
TOTAL *********
CASH ON HAND 4684 12611 25788 2715 XXXXXXXXX(BEG OF MONTH) XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXCASH RECEIPTS 0
New subscriptions 20000 17500 20000 11250 68750
Subscrip renew (29 30000 17250 47250
Loan 0
TOT CASH RCPTS 50000 34750 20000 11250 116000
TOT CASH AVAIL 54684 47361 45788 13965 XXXXXXXXX
EXPENSES
PAYROLL 4500 4500 4500 4500 18000
PAYROLL EXPENSES 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
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REPAIRS & MNTNC 150 150 150 150 600
DIRECT-MAIL PROMO 20000 20000 40000
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ACCOUNTING,LEGAL 300 300 300 300 1200
RENT (HOME OFFICE) 0
TELEPHONE 600 600 600 600 2400
UTILITIES 0
PROP TAXES-PERS PRP 500 500
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0
SUBTOTAL 33850 13350 34850 13650 95700
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CASH POSITION 12611 25788 2715 -7908 XXXXXXXXX
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APPENDIX J 
DIALOG MAGAZINE INDEX SEARCH RESULTS:
HOMEOPATHY, NATUROPATHY 
1985 - 1990 ARTICLES 
MAY 15, 1991
File 47:MAGAZINE INDEX_1959-MARCH 1970,1973-91/MAY (COPR. 
1991 IAC)
Set Items Description
?S HOMEOPATH? OR NATUROPATH?
50 HOMEOPATH?
11 NATUROPATH?
51 60 HOMEOPATH? OR NATUROPATH?
?S SI AND PY=1985:1991
60 SI
894473 PY=1985 : PY=1991
52 36 SI AND PY=1985:1991
10591491 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Dictionary of healing techniques & remedies, (part 26) 
McVeigh, Gloria; Burtaine, Joey 
Prevention v43 pl32(3) April, 1991 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: PRNEA ISSN: 0032-8006
DESCRIPTORS: Self-care, Health— Terms and phrases; 
Homeopathy— Analysis; Honey— Health aspects;
Horehound— Health aspects
10389120 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
The healing powers of homeopathic medicines; one doctor's 
amazing story.
Castleman, Michael 
Redbook vl76 p44(3) March, 1991 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: REDBA ISSN: 0034-2106 
illustration; photograph
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00158 
DESCRIPTORS: Homeopathic physicians— Personal narratives;
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Homeopathy— Case studies
09166190 DIALOG File 47; MAGAZINE INDEX
Miracle medicine? (unconventional healing practices)
(include related articles on hypnosis, acupuncture, 
behavioral optometry and guided imagery healing)
Stevens, Carol
Washingtonian v26 pl64(12) Nov, 1990 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: WSHND5 ISSN: 0043-0897 
illustration; photograph
DESCRIPTORS: Holistic medicine— Analysis;
Acupuncture— Analysis; Homeopathy— Analysis;
Hypnotism— Therapeutic use; Mental healing-Analysis; 
Behavioral optometry— Analysis
08985973 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Nuclear homeopathy, (low-level radiation) (Science and 
Technology)
Economist v315 plOO(2) May 5, 1990 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
ISSN: 0013-0613
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00062 
NAMED PEOPLE: Wolff, Sheldon— attitudes; Sagan,
Leonard— attitudes 
DESCRIPTORS: Low-level radiation— Physiological effect
08326503 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Stress buster! (Dr. Howard Bezoza)
Conant, Jennet
Manhattan, inc. v7 p60(6) Jan, 1990 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
illustration; photograph; portrait 
SIC CODE: 8011 
CAPTIONS: Dr. Howard Bezoza.
NAMED PEOPLE: Bezoza, Howard— practice 
DESCRIPTORS: Stress (Physiology)— care and
treatment; Homeopathic physicians— practice;
Physicians— practice
08277 005 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
Homeopathy: a Different Way of Treating Common Ailments, 
(book reviews)
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Rosenthal, Marilyn
Library Journal vll4 pl54(l) Dec, 1989 
SOURCE FILE: TI File 148 
ARTICLE TYPE: review 
GRADE: B
REVIEWEE: Aubin, Michel; Picard, Philippe; Campbell, Pat; 
Campbell, Robin 
DESCRIPTORS : Books— reviews, etc.
07846903 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Faith and doubt; will 1992 end the boom in alternative 
medicine? 
wiltsher, Anne
New Statesman & Society v2 p22(2) July 7, 1989
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47
illustration; photograph
GEOGRAPHIC CODE: ENUK
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: Great Britain
DESCRIPTORS: Great Britain— medical care; Homeopathic 
physicians— training; Homeopathy— evaluation; British
Medical Association— reports; Alternative 
medicine— evaluation; European Community— science policy
07732981 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Homeopathy and the Medical Profession, (book reviews) 
Tucker, Nicholas
History Today v38 p58(2) August, 1988
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47
CODEN: HITOA
ARTICLE TYPE: review
REVIEWEE: Nicholls, Phillip A.
07581787 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
The natural, (validity of homeopathic medicine) (column) 
Donald, Mark
GQ - Gentlemen's Quarterly v59 plSl(4) May, 1989 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
illustration; cartoon 
ARTICLE TYPE: column
DESCRIPTORS: Homeopathy— evaluation; Homeopathic
physicians—  personal narratives
07557397 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
The Complete Book of Homeopathy, (book reviews)
Rosenthal, Marilyn
Library Journal vll4 pl06(l) April 1, 1989
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SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
ARTICLE TYPE: review 
GRADE: A
REVIEWEE: Weiner, Michael; Goss, Kathleen 
DESCRIPTORS: Books— reviews, etc,
07460625 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Dictionary of healing techniques & remedies, (part 10) 
Lally, Steven; Nastasee, Susan; Sangiorfio, Maureen 
Prevention v41 pl21(3) April, 1989 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: PRNEA
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00096 
DESCRIPTORS: Healing— technique; Calcium in the 
body— therapeutic use; Hypertension— Diet therapy ; 
Camphor— therapeutic use; Fruit— health aspects; 
Naturopathy— technique
07379281 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Homeopathic chic, (popularity in France; includes related 
article)
Carpenter, Mary
Health v21 p52(6) March, 1989 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
illustration; photograph
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00286 
GEOGRAPHIC CODE: EWFR 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: France
DESCRIPTORS: France— medical care; Homeopathy— practice
07075582 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
The other doctors.
Bushman, Jefferson
Women's Sports and Fitness vll plO(2) March, 1989 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00047 
DESCRIPTORS: Osteopathy— standards;
Naturopathy— standards; Homeopathy— standards; Medical 
care— directories
06983728 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Dilutions of grandeur, (homeopathy)
Revkin, Andrew C.
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Discover vlO p74(2) Jan, 1989 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
illustration; photograph
NAMED PEOPLE: Benveniste, Jacques— research 
DESCRIPTORS: Nature (Periodical)— publishing;
Homeopathic research— research
06855522 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
Dilutions of grandeur, (homeopathic treatment) (includes
related article)
Page, Jake
American Health: Fitness of Body and Mind v7 p78(5) Nov, 
1988
SOURCE FILE: HI File 149
NAMED PEOPLE: Benveniste, Jacques— research 
DESCRIPTORS: Homeopathic physicians— practice;
Homeopathic research— experiments; Avogadro's 
hypothesis— analysis
06831939 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Dilutions or delusions? (research on effect of dilute 
antibody solutions on white blood cells)
Beil, Laura
Science News vl34 p6(1) July 2, 1988 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: SCNEB
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00035 
DESCRIPTORS: Homeopathy— experiments;
Immunoglobulins— experiments
06814403 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Homeopathy; medicine for the 21st century.
Ullman, Dana
Futurist v22 p4 3 (5) July-Aug, 1988 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: FUTUA ISSN: 0016-3317 
illustration; photograph
DESCRIPTORS: Homeopathy— medical use; Homeopathic
research; Health attitudes— forecasts
06714778 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
The health heretic. (Howard Posner, practitioner of
alternative medicine)
Federman, David
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Philadelphia Magazine v79 pill(5) Oct, 1988
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47
CODEN: PHLDDB
illustration; portrait
CAPTIONS: Howard Posner.
NAMED PEOPLE: Posner, Howard— conduct of life 
DESCRIPTORS: Holistic medicine— practice; Homeopathic
physicians— conduct of life
06632 096 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Thought police? (homeopathy and controversy)
Economist V308 p83(l) July 30, 1988 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
illustration; portrait 
CAPTIONS: James Randi.
NAMED PEOPLE: Benveniste, Jacques— research;
Stewart, Walter— investigations; Randi,
James— investigations; Maddox, John— investigations
DESCRIPTORS: Nature (Periodical)— publishing; 
Parapsychology— analysis ; Fraud in science— investigations
06551552 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Nature douses dilution experiment.
Beil, Laura
Science News vl34 p69(1) July 30, 1988 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: SCNEB
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00051 
NAMED PEOPLE: Benveniste, Jacques— investigations 
DESCRIPTORS: Nature (Periodical)— investigations;
Dilution— experiments; Homeopathy— investigations
06543216 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Unbelievable results spark a controversy. (British 
journal. Nature, published paper by Jacques 
Benveniste which seems to support homeopathic medicine) 
Pool, Robert
Science v241 p407(1) July 22, 1988 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: SCIEAS
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00092 
NAMED PEOPLE: Benveniste, Jacques— research 
DESCRIPTORS; Nature (Periodical)— publishing;
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Homeopathic research— research; Immunology,
Experimental— analysis
06533254 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Nature's nostrums, (homeopathy in Nature magazine)
U.S. News & World Report vl05 pll(l) Aug 8, 1988 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: XNWRA
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00020 
NAMED PEOPLE: Benveniste, Jacques— research 
DESCRIPTORS: Nature (Periodical)— publishing;
Homeopathic research— investigations
06490744 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
Can water ’remember'? Homeopathy finds scientific support. 
Begley, Sharon
Newsweek vll2 p66(l) July 25, 1988 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: NSWKA 
illustration; portrait 
CAPTIONS: Jacques Benveniste.
NAMED PEOPLE: Beneviste, Jacques— research 
DESCRIPTORS: Homeopathy— Materia medica and
therapeutics; Homeopathic research— analysis; Nature 
(Periodical)— reports
06320755 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
Homeopathy: Medicine for the 21st Century, (book reviews) 
Eannarino, Judith
Library Journal vll3 p71(1) Feb 1, 1988 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
ARTICLE TYPE: review 
GRADE: B
REVIEWEE; Ullman, Dana 
DESCRIPTORS: Books— reviews, etc.
05246589 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Complimentary medicine, (natural, alternative, traditional, 
etc. )
FuIder, Stephen
UNESCO Courier pl6(4) Aug, 1987 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47
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CODEN: UNECAX 
illustration; photograph
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00168 
DESCRIPTORS: Alternative medicine— analysis; Folk
medicine— practice; Homeopathy— practice; Medicine, 
Biochemic— practice; Medical care— varieties
05197900 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Sectarian medicine, (homeopathy)
Gevitz, Norman
JAMA, The Journal of the American Medical Association v257 
pl636(5) March 27, 1987 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47
DESCRIPTORS: Homeopathy— Materia medica and 
therapeutics; Homeopathic physicians— practice
05197428 DIALOG File 47; MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Combing the earth for cures to cancer, AIDS; the 
cancer institute is looking for drug candidates in the 
heart of the rain forest and the belly of the sponge, (using 
natural products to fight diseases)
Booth, William
Science v237 p969(2) Aug 28, 1987 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: SCIEAS 
illustration; photograph
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00108 
DESCRIPTORS: Cancer— Treatment; AIDS
(Disease)— Treatment; Homeopathy— Materia medica and 
therapeutics; United States. National Cancer 
Institute— research; Plants, Useful— medical use
05018693 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
Natural medicine: under attack. (naturopathic doctors
in Ontario face deregulation threat)
Meissner, Julek
Alternatives vl4 p56(2) May-June, 1987 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
illustration; photograph 
GEOGRAPHIC CODE: NNCNEON 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: Ontario
DESCRIPTORS: Naturopathy— rules and regulations; 
DereGulation— Medical care; Ontario— medical care
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04628297 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Homeopathic remedies, (includes related sidebar)
Consumer Reports v52 p60(3) Jan, 1987 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: CONRA LSSN: 0010-7174 
illustration; photograph
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00202 
DESCRIPTORS: Pharmacy, Homeopathic— analysis;
Homeopathic physicians— legal status, laws, etc.; 
Pharmacopoeias, Homeopathic— analysis;
Homeopathy— Hospitals and dispensaries
04149962 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Cosmo's guide to alternative medicine.
Adams, Junius
Cosmopolitan v200 p270(5) March, 1986 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: CSPLA
DESCRIPTORS: macrobiotic diet— aims and objectives;
acupuncture— aims and objectives; chiropractic— aims and 
objectives; environmentally induced diseases— care and 
treatment; biofeedback training— aims and objectives; 
homeopathy— aims and objectives; Medicine, Herbal
04031321 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
Take two belladonna, (homeopathic medicine sales in France) 
Economist v297 p82(1) Nov 23, 1985 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
GEOGRAPHIC CODE: EWFR 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: France 
SIC CODE: 2834; 5122
COMPANY NAME(S): Boiron Laboratories— market
share; Laborataire Homéopathique de France— market share; 
Dolisos— market share 
DESCRIPTORS: medicine, biochemic— marketing; 
Pharmaceutical industry— market share; France— industries
03823273 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
The science of homeopathy: reviving a 200-year-old medical 
system.
Ullman, Dana; Cummings, Stephen 
New Realities v6 pl6(9) Summ, 1985 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: NEWRDV
illustration; photograph; table
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CAPTIONS: (Table of symptoms.)
NAMED PEOPLE: Hahnemann, Samuel— research
DESCRIPTORS: healers— practice; health education— aims
and objectives; homeopathy— history; mind and 
body——physiological aspects
03665163 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX 
Homeopathic medicines, (book reviews)
Tisdale, Sallie
Whole Earth Review p49(l) March, 1985 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
ARTICLE TYPE: review 
GRADE: B
REVIEWEE: Cummings, Stephen; Ullman, Dana 
DESCRIPTORS: books— reviews, etc.
03 664132 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Dr. Hahnemann's cure for 'heroic' medicine. (Samuel 
Hahnemann, homeopath)
FDA Consumer vl9 p33(2) March, 1985 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: FDACBH 
illustration; photograph
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00091 
NAMED PEOPLE: Hahnemann, Samuel— practice
DESCRIPTORS: homeopathic physicians— experiments; medical 
care-TThistory
03664131 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX *Use Format 9 
for FULL TEXT*
Riding the coattails of homeopathys revival.
Rados, Bill
FDA Consumer vl9 p30(4) March, 1985 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: FDACBH 
illustration; photograph
AVAILABILITY: FULL TEXT Online LINE COUNT: 00162 
SIC CODE: 2833; 9641
DESCRIPTORS: homeopathy— history; botanical drug 
industry— investigations; United States. Food and
Drug Administration— research; drugs, 
nonprescription— marketing
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03579712 DIALOG File 47: MAGAZINE INDEX
Everybody's guide to homeopathic medicines, (book reviews) 
Cummings, Stephen; Ullman, Dana 
New Realities v6 p58(2) Jan-Feb, 1985 
SOURCE FILE: MI File 47 
CODEN: NEWRDV 
ARTICLE TYPE: review 
GRADE: A
REVIEWEE: McCluney, Chris 
DESCRIPTORS: books— reviews, etc.
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